
  

 

Abstract— Normal utilization of robot manipulators of 

anthropomorphic type does not reach beyond reiteration of pre-

programmed trajectories. While static robot programs may be 

sufficient for high volume manufacturers, they are not adequate 

in one-off or small-batch manufacturing. The objective of the 

research presented in this paper is to facilitate robot 

programming by combining hand guided end-effector rough 

movement planning and 3D visual servoing based accurate 

trajectory following. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, one of the main bounds for the growth and 

widespread of robotized cells in the context of small and 

medium enterprises is the complexity in the programming of 

robots. In a large number of industrial realities the training 

level for that kind of operation represents one of the biggest 

obstacles in order to prefer stiffer and more limited 

automation solutions, intrinsically easier to setup. 

This is particularly true for SMEs that cannot afford for 

big investments required for robot introduction and use, and 

cannot make expensive efforts in personnel robot training. 

This last aspect, cost of use, is most relevant when we think 

on small or even unitary productions (hyper-flexible cell 

scenario) where programming is too much time demanding. 

The objective of this research is to integrate a breakthrough 

programming approach combining a universal Manual 

Guidance Device (MGD) for a fast, intuitive but rough tool 

path programming with a 3D visual servoing approach to 

adjust the obtained trajectories and to allow accurate end-

effector positioning by automatic correction of Tool Central 

Point (TCP) path. The user decides the distance between the 

end-effector and the part on top of which the application has 

to process (welding, painting, deburring, etc.), the orientation 

with respect the part, the type of correction (follow the edge, 

follow the contour, etc.) and any other parameter relevant for 

the process.  

This research intends to make possible to program robotic 

applications in an easy way by not experts in robotics that 

can focus their attention on the process (laser cladding, 

deburring, ...) regardless programmatic aspects. 

II. RELATED WORK 

During the last years there have been several approaches 

related with the programming of robots by manual guidance:  
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In [1], Frigola et al. the programming of industrial robots 

with the methods of ‗Programming by Manual Guidance‘ is 

described. 

Ang et al. [2] describe a programming system for welding 

in shipyards. Robots can be programmed in a very fast pace 

by a ‗walk-through approach‘. 

Leeser et al. [3] implemented another programming 

system called ‗Computer- Assisted Teach and Play‘ for the 

whole arm manipulator of Barrett Technology Inc. 

Other interesting methods and strategies for this type of 

robot programming can be found in [4], [5] and [6]. 

In Bruyninckx et al. [7] an approach for real-time robot 

programming by human demonstration for 6D force 

controlled actions has been done. 

Finally, Sato et al. [8] present an alternative method of 

robot programming that does not need the use of 

force/torque sensors. 

Regarding 3D machine vision for surface control and 

coordinate extraction, works can be found at [9] and [10]. 

III. MANUAL ROBOT PROGRAMMING 

In this research, a COMAU NM45 robot has been used. In 

2008 COMAU Robotics leaded the development of a low 

cost programming by demonstration device based on an 

optical mouse with 6 degrees of freedom and an embedded 

system capable of acquiring and computing signals, an also 

interfacing via Bluetooth (or WiFi) with the COMAU 

Wireless Teach Pendant. This MGD device will be used to 

program the robot trajectory in an intuitive but rough way. 

 
Fig. 1: MGD and teach pendant (COMAU) 

 

Parallel to trajectory program, the robot executes a 

parallel task to register the TCP positions in a text file. These 

positions are recorded whenever an increment of 0.5mm is 

detected in the Euclidean distance from the previous 

recorded point or when an increment of 1º is detected in the 

angle (rotation of the camera). The registered points have 

the following formal definition: 

 

 x, y, z, , ,            (1) 
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IV. 3D IMAGE ACQUISITION 

For 3D visual servoing and trajectory correction, a laser 

triangulation system has been used. This system is composed 

by a SICK Ranger E55 Camera and a Class 2, red laser line. 

The camera has a 1536 * 512 pixel sensor and is capable of 

obtaining up to 35K profiles per second. 

Next figure shows a schematic representation of the 

geometrical setup for laser triangulation. According to [11], 

this ordinary setup provides the maximum height resolution. 

 
Fig. 2: Ordinary setup of the laser/camera for maximum height resolution in 

3D laser triangulation 

 

The Ranger E55 camera internally calibrates the 3D 

images obtained, giving the d and z coordinates in real world 

mm. d is the Euclidean distance from the target (borders) to 

the center of the camera sensor, and z the point height. 

This triangulation system is mounted in the robot flange 

with the MGD. Using the 3D calibrated images acquired 

with the recorded coordinate points of the robot it is possible 

to correct the rough trajectory recorded by the MGD, 

obtaining the very accurate path necessary in many robotic 

applications. 

In fig. 2, the COMAU robot flange with both systems can 

be observed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: COMAU robot flange with MGD and 3D triangulation system 

V. EXPERIMENT DEFINITION 

Based on the needs of the experiment, a prototype board 

has been constructed in Aluminum. This prototype has 

different trajectories defined, such as: straight line, curve, 

spline, etc. The track defined in the prototype has a width of 

60 mm and a depth of 7 mm, with a central nerve of 10 mm. 

Detail of this board can be observed in fig. 2. 

The overall system is moved by the MGD, and while the 

rough trajectory is being defined, coordinate points are 

recorded as explained in Section III. The robot synchronizes 

the recording of each point with a 3D line scan of the camera 

by a trigger pulse. 

Every 500 pulses, the file containing the 500 coordinates 

and the 1536 * 500 pixel 3D image acquired containing d 

and z calibrated coordinates are processed for trajectory 

correction. In parallel the next capture of points is being 

performed. 

VI. TRAJECTORY CORRECTION AND ADJUSTMENT 

Prior to robot movement, the user must select what type of 

edge must be adjusted in the subsequent operation. Options 

are, in order: left border of the track, left border or the 

central nerve, right border of the central nerve, right border 

of the track. This setup will be used in the image processing 

to detect the correct border. Also, the reference z coordinate 

must be adjusted. 

A. Image Processing 

As explained in previous sections every 500 recorded 

points, two images are obtained from the ranger camera, d 

calibration and z calibration. 

 

      

(a)                     (b) 

Fig. 4: (a) d coordinate calibration, (b) z coordinate calibration 

 

After performing image filtering for noise reduction, the 

line profiles composing the 3D z calibrated image are 

processed, calculating the derivate signal for each one. With 

the derivative signal, it is possible to detect in a very precise 

manner the level transitions (borders) present in the line 

profile. When there is a high to low transition, corresponding 

to the left track border or to the right border of the central 

nerve, a minimum peak appears in that point in the derivative 

signal. On the other hand, when there is a low to high 

transition corresponding to left border of the central nerve, 

or to right track border, a maximum appears in the derivative 

signal. The rest of the values in the derivative signal tend to 

0.  



  

 
Fig. 5: Line profile (blue) and its derivative signal (red) 

 

  Taking in to account the maximums and minimums 

present in the derivative signal and their relative position, it 

is possible to estimate the pixel in the line profile where a 

certain border is. With that pixel value, the z calibrated value 

is obtained from the z calibrated image, and the d calibrated 

value is obtained from the d calibrated image. These values 

are converted to robot coordinates in the format presented in 

(1). This conversion is: 

 

x = d cos(

y = d sen( )               (3) 

 

B.  Trajectory estimation  

By the process explained in the previous section, it is 

possible to estimate the real points of the border being 

inspected and thus, obtain the trajectory. Although the image 

is processed to avoid errors due to noise or lack of data in 

certain points, it has been implemented a restriction in the 

position of the points in the trajectory, taking into account 

the previous (x,y) positions of the two previous correct 

points obtained.  

Let (x0 ,y0) and (x1 ,y1) be the two previous correct points 

calculated in the trajectory. The maximum increment in x 

and y coordinates is defined by a maximum Euclidean 

distance of 0.5 mm between two consecutive points. 

 

(x2max  ,y2max) (x1+ xmax, y1+ ymax)     (4) 

 

 If  x2 >x1+ xmax or y2 > y1+ ymax, then (x2 ,y2) is 

estimated as follows: 

 

y2= y1+ ymax               (5) 

x2=(x1-x0)(y2-y0)/ (y1-y0) +x0         (6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Graphical representation of faulty point estimation 

 

C. Trajectory correction  

During system set up, the center of the sensor of the 

Ranger E55 camera has been adjusted and calibrated to 

coincide with the robot TCP. Thus, the xc and yc point 

coordinates of the border detected in the 3D image 

correspond to the x and y final corrections of each point 

recorded by the robot. 

Given a recorded point of the robot: 

 

Xr =  xr, yr, zr, r, r, r            (7) 

 

and the coordinates of the border obtained from the 

camera: 

 

Xc =  xc, yc, zc, c, c, c            (8) 

 

The final correction is: 

 

Xr Xc=  xr-xc, yr-yc, zr, r, r, r        (9) 

 

The  angle variation is implicitly taken in to account in 

(2) and (3), so it is not necessary to change the recorded 

value from the robot. z coordinate is calibrated and the real 

height value of the point of the trajectory being followed is 

obtained from the camera. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to assess the performance of the correction 

method proposed, several tests have been carried out, using 

three different types of trajectories and two different borders 

in the prototype. 

The three trajectories used for validation are: straight, 

curve and combined straight-curve trajectories. 

The borders selected for testing are left border or the 

central nerve and the right border of the track. 

Table 1 shows the results obtained. The precision of the 

trajectory corrected is expressed in terms of mean and 

standard deviation of the accumulated error in trajectory 

estimation. These measurements are expressed in mm. 

 

(x0 ,y0) 

(x1 ,y1) 
Obtained 

(x2 ,y2) 

Estimated 

(x2 ,y2) 



  

TABLE I.  TRAJECTORY ESTIMATION RESULTS 

Predefined 

trajectories 

Left border of the central 

nerve 

Right border of the track 

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev 

Straight 0.013 0.043 0.014 0.037 

Curve 0.068 0.091 0.072 0.102 

Straight - 

Curve 

0.057 0.077 0.051 0.069 

a. All measurements are in mm. 

 

Discussing the results obtained, it can clearly be seen that 

the system has a better performance in correcting straight 

trajectories. This is caused because in curve trajectories, 

there are more variables that can increment the overall error. 

While in straight trajectories all the inaccuracies depend 

purely on linear movements, in curve trajectories, apart from 

these linear movements, there are also flange rotations. 

However, the errors obtained can be perfectly assumed in the 

majority of robotic applications. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

With this research, it has been developed a new system for 

quick robot programming. The rough trajectory generated 

with the MGD, can afterwards be precisely corrected with 

the calibrated data obtained from the 3D images provided by 

the Ranger E55 camera. 

The work done until now corrects the trajectories but does 

not take into account the robot tool orientation (  and  

angles). Tool correction and orientation will be the next 

steps for this research to obtain total robot trajectory 

correction. 
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Abstract—Application of robots in complex steel bridge 
structural environments is challenging. There are a number of 
research and engineering challenges that need to be addressed. 
This paper presents the technological progress and innovation 
of an industry and academia research collaboration project “A 
robotic system for steel bridge maintenance”. This project has 
been jointly funded by industry, government and university 
since 2006. A number of research challenges have been 
addressed and two prototype robots developed. Three field 
trials have been successfully conducted in the iconic 
SydneyHarbourBridge. This project is now at the stage of 
commercial-ready product development with commercialisation 
activities started. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF PROJECT HISTORY 

Bridges are critical links in the transport network 
benefiting communities and facilitating the growth of 
economy. There are approximately 42,000 steel bridges in 
Europe, and 210,000 and 270,000 steel bridges, respectively 
in the USA and in Japan[1]. Corrosion is the primary cause of 
failure in steel bridges, which is minimized by coating. The 
paint requires periodic inspection and maintenance. 
Inadequate maintenance may result in, or contribute to 
structural failures such as the MississippiBridge incident in 
Minneapolis that lead to 13 fatalities, 145 injuries [2] and a 
replacement cost of several hundred million dollars.  

Periodic inspection and maintenance of steel bridges are 
vital but very expensive undertaking because of the associated 
employee health and safety issues. Steel bridges such as the 
SydneyHarbourBridge are normally very complex 
structures.Grit-blasting to remove rust and old protective 
coatings followed by re-painting is the common approach in 
steel bridge maintenance, but grit-blasting is extremely labour 
intensive and hazardous. Thus supplementing manual labour 
in steel bridge maintenance with robotic aids has significant 
safety, cost and health impacts.  

Application of robots in complex steel bridge 
environments is challenging. There are many research and 
engineering questions that need to be answered. In 2005, the 
Centre for Autonomous Systems at the University of 
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Technology, Sydney (UTS) and the Roads and Maritime 
Services (RMS) of New South Wales in Australia initiated 
and started a collaborative research project of “A robotic 
system for steel bridge maintenance _Stage I”. This project 
was first funded by UTS and RMS under the UTS Partnership 
Grant, with the focuses on scoping study, proof of concepts 
and platform development.  

The second stage of this project was jointed funded by 
RMS, the Australian government and UTS from 2007-2010. 
Three post-doctoral research fellows, five PhD students, five 
engineers, five bridge maintenance workers and over 15 final 
year undergraduate students worked for this project. 
Systematic study on enabling methodologies was conducted 
with solutions to challenging research issues developed. A 
prototype robotic system was developed and tested in both 
laboratory setup environment and on-site bridge maintenance 
environments. The theoretical research outcomes have been 
implemented in the prototype robot and verified in the field 
trial.  

With significant support from both RMS and UTS, the 
project team started in 2011 to develop two workable robotic 
systems for extensive testing and long-term use. A new 
prototype robotic system has been developed with its 
performance significantly improved in terms of functionality, 
reliability, operation interface. This new prototype robot has 
been tested twice in bridge maintenance sites.  

II. TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND INNOVATIONS 

The robotic system consists of a 6-DOF industrial robot, a 
moving platform, a sensor package and computers (Figure 1) 
[3]. An industrial robot with a payload of over 10kg is needed 
in order to handle the grit-blasting nozzle reaction force (over 
80N [4]). The whole system is placed on the floor of a 
scaffold which is fully enclosed. 

 
Figure 1.  The steel bridge maintenance robotic system and its functional 

modules 
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For achieving autonomous operation of the robot in 
unknown and complex 3D environments, the research 
challenges that need to be addressed including sensing, 
exploration, 3D mapping of a complex bridge structural 
environment, surface classification, identification of material 
types in a bridge structure, real-time grit-blasting planning, 
on-line robot trajectory planning, and collision detection.  

(1) Sensing. Sensors such as laser range finder and 
RGB-D camera can be used for sensing and map 
building of an environment. In our research, Hokuyo 
laser range finders and RGB-D camera have been 
used because they are light in weight and small in 
size. Installing the sensor onto the end effector of the 
robot manipulator gives the robot the capacity of 
exploring complex 3D environments, but one 
important issue related is protection of the sensors 
from damage that can be caused by the rebounded 
high speed abrasive grit during grit-blasting. Sensing 
of material types in a steel bridge environment is a 
challenge because all members in the environment 
may be painted with the same colour, and high-speed 
grit will damage members made of wood or plastic 
materials. Obstacle ranging in particle laden air is 
another challenge. Capacitive sensing and sensors 
[5][6] has been studied and developed for material 
type classification and obstacle ranging during 
blasting.  

(2) Exploration and 3D map building. For addressing 
the challenge of exploring a complex steel bridge 
environment and building the 3D map of the 
environment, an sampling based exploration 
approach [7], a simultaneous mapping and surface 
identification method [8] and a surface growing 
algorithm [9] have been developed in this project 
and implemented in the prototype robotic system. 

(3) Real-time on-line grit-blasting planning. Steel bridge 
maintenance requires the robot to move from section 
to section after one section of bridge structure is grit 
blasted. Therefore the environment is keeping 
“changing” from the robot point of view. 
Productivity expectation requires the robot to 
conduct grit-blasting very efficiently and with 
minimum setup time and maximum surface 
coverage. Therefore, efficient real-time grit blasting 
planning and robot trajectory planning is critical. 
This research developed effective real-time planning 
algorithm from grit-blasting and robot trajectory 
planning [10]. 

(4) Real-time collision detection and avoidance. Due to 
the complexity of the environment, collision 
detection and avoidance is a critical issue, 
particularly at the exploration and map building 
stage because the environment is unknown to the 
robot.  Expected productivity requires the robot to 
move fast. A 3D force field method [11] has been 
developed for effective real-time collision detection 
and avoidance. 

(5) User collaborative design. Different from the 
approach of “Design for User”, a user collaborative 

design approach is applied in this research. The 
approach involves end-users in the design team to 
work together with the researchers. It has been 
proved that the usability and acceptance of the 
robotic system has been significantly improved.  

Besides research challenges, there are many significant 
engineering issues as shown in Figure 1 due to the very 
specific application. Solutions have been developed for 
addressing these engineering issues [12]. Two robotic grit-
blasting systems have been developed (Figure 2). Three field 
trials have been successfully conducted[13], which validated 
the robotic system and the developed algorithms and 
methods. 

(a)  (b)  (c) 

Figure 2.  Prototype grit-blasting robotic systems: (a) prototype 1 with 
Denso robot arm; (b) prototype 2 with Schunk joints; (c) prototype 2 with 

protection cover 
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Abstract— Robots such as the humanoid Nao [1] manufac-
tured by Aldebaran Robotics demonstrate that versatility does
not always has to be expensive. Although Nao’s motorization
is less strong compared to skilled robots such as Justin [2] or
ASIMO [3] its performance in tasks like playing soccer [4] is
convincing. Nevertheless tasks such as grasping constitute as
particular problem due to the limited processing power and
the hand design.

In a joint project between the manufacturer Aldebaran
Robotics and the academic research institute DFKI, a grasp
function has been developed for the Nao robot. It plans a hand
motion path using a pre-calculated workspace while avoiding
obstacles in order to grasp known objects, thereby allowing to
grasp objects in real-time on an affordable humanoid robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans are able to interact with their environment.
Besides countenance, speech, and gestures, humans can also
manipulate the surrounding with their hands in order to do
tasks such as object grasping. Thus, humans are able to do
actions such as lifting up a coffee cup in order to drink.
Since hands are one of the most useful human features, it
seems that robots also could benefit.
If for instance the domestic service robot Roomba had
hands [5] he could pick up small objects from its vacuum
route in order to clean more efficient. With hands it also
would be capable of doing more complex tasks such as
putting the trash out or move the cloth into the washer.
But at most these tasks are executed by expensive research
prototypes that only act in special environments.
In this paper we present a grasp function for the affordable
Nao robot [1]. We focused on grasping objects in real-time
despite the limited processing power. In contrast to [6] the
proposed grasping function plans and executes only single
handed grasps using an A* based algorithm. The object to
grasp is a standard-sized coffee cup.
There are many different ways to grasp an object, but not
every option is the best. In [7] grasps are distinguished in
force-closure and form-closure grasps. Force-closure grasps
are able to balance disturbances by the wrenches (fingers) at
the contact points. In contradiction to that are form-closure
grasps, whereby no friction is on the contact points, so that
disturbances can be ignored.
Nao’s hands are underactuated [8] because they are

This work has been funded by the European Commission in the 7th
Framework Programme for RTD in the context of the project ‘ECHORD
– European Clearing House for Open Robotics Development” under the
contract number FP7-231143.

constructed with three flexible fingers per hand, which are
controlled by a single motor. Unfortunately, the fingers
are only really stiff if the hand is completely closed.
Hence, experiments showed that solid objects such as
coffee cups are only graspable if the grasp is form-closure.
Furthermore, it seems that performing a force-closure grasp
is not possible with this robot, since it is not able to move
its fingers individually [9]. The grasping hand is attached
to a humanoid robot, which can move in order to reach
certain objects. For that reason it is necessary to validate
whether the object to grasp is reachable. This can be a very
expensive process, because the reachability needs to be
checked by inverse kinematics for many points in order to
select a suitable grasp. Also a humanoid robot has different
movable body parts (i. e. legs) that need to be checked for
collisions and therefore need to be avoided.
In order to speed up the planning process we defined the

robot’s workspace based on the capability map introduced
in [10] and [11]. By defining the workspace and storing
information about how a region can be reached by the hand,
it is possible to plan a grasp path without the direct use of
inverse kinematics.

Fig. 1. The best reachable regions are marked as red (14 reachable lower
arm rotations), less good reachable regions are marked blue (7 reachable
lower arm rotations) and bad regions are marked green (1-2 reachable lower
arm rotations).



II. REACHABILITY MAP

In our approach we concealed the workspace with a cube
that is divided into equally sized smaller cubes. Each subcube
serves as a region in the workspace. Each region stores a
set of reachable directions, which indicate the lower arm
rotations possible. Fig. 1 pictures the reachability map used,
where only reachable directions per region are marked.
Because the Nao has a 5DOF arm, we use the lower arm
rotation in order to represent the hand rotation. With that
approach the definition of the workspace becomes more
evident, because the hand position depends on the lower arm
rotation. Therefore 4 DOF are used to represent a hand pose
and the 5th DOF is used to represent the rotation around the
lower arm.
The map is created offline by using forward kinematics for
each 0.5 degree angle of each arm servo. In that process we
calculate the position of the palm as well as the rotation of
the lower arm and mark them in the map. In order to keep the
memory size as small as possible, each lower arm rotation
calculated is matched with a set of 512 direction, which are
generated by using the spiral point algorithm proposed by
Saff and Kuijlaars [12].
The origin of the reachability map is in the shoulder of the
robot. Therefore, it is possible to test with different shoulder
positions if a certain hand position is reachable without the
use of inverse kinematics. Fig. 2 pictures how the workspace
increases with only four possible shoulder positions.

Fig. 2. Extended reachability map due to more possible shoulder positions:
sit down, lean left, lean right, and stand

III. PLANNING

The goal of motion planning is to find a valid path from
the current hand position to a position where the object can
be grasped. In addition, obstacles such as the object itself or
body parts that may be in the direct path between the target
position and the start position should be avoided.

A. Grasp Selection

Before the motion plan can be constructed, a target
position needs to be selected. In order to do this, we
assigned a set of predefined grasp rules to each object. Each
rule is defined by a grasping point and a range of lower
arm rotations. In Fig. 3, grasp rules are marked with blue
triangles. The green dots constitute the position where to
grasp and the triangle defines, in which range the lower arm
should be rotated.
In order to select a grasp the grasp rules are matched with
the reachability map defined in Sec. II. In this process areas
that include a grasping point are further examined in order
to check if the corresponding possible lower arm rotations
are qualified for the grasp. This step is necessary because
the possible lower arm rotations per area are very limited
(Fig. 1). In this process the possible lower arm rotations (red
in Fig. 3) of the grasp areas are compared with the angle
ranges from the grasp rules (matching rotations are yellow
in Fig. 3) whereas the best match is selected.

Fig. 3. Each object has its own grasp map, which is generated by a set of
predefined grasp rules. Each rule connects a range of lower arm rotations
to a grasp position (blue). The reachability map (red) is matched to the
object’s grasp map, matches are marked yellow.

B. Motion Planning

The next step is the actual planning from the selected grasp
position (start node) to the current hand position (goal node).
The planning algorithm calculates directly on the map data
without reachability checks via inverse kinematics.
The reachability map provides the planner with 6D informa-
tion of the possible hand positions and lower arm rotations.
Since planning in 6D is very expensive, our A* based
planning algorithm initially uses only the 3D area grid and
ignores the lower arm rotation. Thereby, to be evaluated,
nodes are checked on reachability and obstacle overlay in
order to calculate heuristics only for verified nodes. In this
process, nodes with more suitable lower arm rotations are
rated better than nodes with greater deviations from the
lower arm goal rotation. Also the distance between the node
evaluated and the goal node in 3D are taken into account.
The output from the planning algorithm is a list of way points
through the reachability map, which are represented as red
dots in Fig. 4. Since the hand positions are in dependence
with the rotation of the lower arm, a way point also includes



Fig. 4. The interpolated motion path of the hand and the elbow are marked
blue and black. Lower arm rotations are represented with red lines, which are
always connected to a way point (red dots). Obstacles are marked by orange
cylinders and the finger positions calculated per way point are represented
by green lines.

a rotation. Each rotation declares one elbow position per
way point and is marked by red lines in Fig. 4. In order to
execute a plan found, a trajectory-based motion engine [13]
was extended to take arm movements as input. Since the
grasp plan consists of waypoints, it contains uncontrollable
velocities in the connecting points. In order to overcome this
problem, the grasp plan is converted into a Bezier spline
using the method by DeRose et al. [14]. This Bezier spline
is marked blue in Fig. 4.

C. Heuristic

In equation (1), the heuristic hσ for a node x is calcu-
lated from five parameterized equations (2) with p[0...4] as
factors. The function l(x) in equations (2) calculates the
corresponding elbow position for a node x and the function
a(x) calculates the corresponding arm angle for a node x.

hσ =

4∑
k=0

pkhk (1)

h0 = |x− xgoal|;h1 = |l(x)− l(xgoal)|;

h2 = |l(x)− l(xlast)|;h3 = |a(x)− a(xgoal)|

h4 = |a(x)− a(xlast)| (2)

The equations (2) evaluate, how the next node x connects
to the goal node and the previous node. This is necessary,
because most nodes are only reachable by a few possible
lower arm rotations as it is shown in Fig. 1. If the heuristic

would only take the distance into account then there
could be nodes on the path where the lower arm rotations
are not matching to one another. This could lead to an
inhomogeneous motion path.
The aim of this approach is to add an extra weight to each
node, which rewards more homogenous nodes. Hence, a
closer area with a badly rated lower arm rotation is valued
inferior to an area with a well-rated lower arm rotation.

D. Obstacles

The object to grasp as well as the body parts such as
fingers and legs are included into the planner as obstacles.
Since collision checks can be very expensive, we only test
whether the fingers collide at this time. Furthermore, we only
use cylinders (orange in Fig. 4). In doing so all obstacle
positions except the fingers are calculated once per frame.
In contrast finger positions are calculated for each node that
is to be evaluated. These finger positions are represented by
green lines in Fig. 4.
In order to check whether any part of the finger is also an
obstacle part, the shortest distance or the intersection, respec-
tively, between each obstacle and each finger is calculated.
Thereby, if the shortest distance between one finger and
an obstacle is smaller than the addition of obstacle radius
and finger radius, a collision is detected. In that case, the
corresponding node is rejected as possible way point of the
path.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We tested the planning algorithm with different heuristic
parameters as shown in Tab. I. All tests were made on a Nao
robot using its 500 MHz X86 AMD GEODE processor with
256 MB SDRAM. The frame rate of the planner was 10 Hz.
The first parameter set from Tab. I generates a heuristic
that not only is fast with the planning algorithm used but
also produces straight motion plans with homogenous lower
arm rotations. This heuristic takes all heuristic equations
from Sec. III-C into account. This means that nodes with
more suitable lower arm rotations are rated superior to
nodes with mismatching rotations. Not only is the angular
deviation taken into account, but also the distance between
the corresponding elbow positions. As a result, very few
nodes need to be processed, which also can be seen in the
right half of Fig. 5.
The second parameter set from Tab. I is in contradiction
to the first one, because the heuristic does not consider the
possible lower arm rotations. In comparison, the heuristic

TABLE I
HEURISTIC PARAMETERS IN COMPARISON TO CALCULATION TIME AND

NODES PROCESSED PER FRAME.

p0 p1 p2 p3 p4
∑

nodes ms
frame

10 1 1 1 1 507 18 ms
1 0 0 0 0 703 35 ms
0 1 1 1 1 2566 > 130 ms
0 0 0 0 0 68581 n/A



Fig. 5. Left: Depiction of nodes evaluated by using the second parameter set
from Tab. I. Nodes considered are represented as red dots, nodes rejected due
to possible obstacle collisions are represented as blue dots. The path planned
and the corresponding lower arm rotations per way point are marked by the
green lines. Right: Depiction of nodes evaluated by using first parameter
set from Tab. I.

compels that many nodes need to be processed and conse-
quently, the computation is distinctively slower. Since only
nodes that are closer to the target node are rated superior,
some elusive nodes are included into the path. Furthermore,
on the left side in Fig. 5, the problem of inhomogeneous
motions is conspicuous.

The right half of Fig. 6 constitutes the third parameter
set from Tab. I tested. The corresponding heuristic only
considers the connection of the lower arm rotations between
the nodes. It does not evaluate the distance to the target node.
Due to the lower arm target rotation, the heuristic compels
that more nodes near the target node need to be processed.
This parameter set is not suitable for real-time grasping,
but generates very homogenous motion paths. Furthermore,
during planning, a great many of nodes need to be processed.
The last parameters set from Tab. I generates no heuristic at
all. Since nearly every node of the reachability map needs to
be processed, the computation time is very large and could
not be measured on the Nao. In spite of that, we calculated
a path using no heuristic in the simulation, which is pictured
in the left half of Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSION

Summarizing, the grasp function proposed is not only
able to plan and execute a grasp on the affordable Nao
robot, but it also works at 10 Hz. It seems that a predefined
workspace can have very positive effects on the planning
performance in such a way that a sufficient amount of
possible way points can be processed. Furthermore, the
search space can be decreased by including the evaluation
of the lower arm rotation into the heuristic.
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Towards an industrial implementation of the walk-through
programming technique for robotic manipulators

Luca Bascetta, Gianni Ferretti, Gianantonio Magnani, Paolo Rocco,
Fabio Abbà, Gian Paolo Gerio and Fabrizio Romanelli

Abstract— The present paper addresses some of the issues
that should be covered in order to develop the walk-through
programming technique in an industrial scenario. Besides
presenting an exact formulation of the dynamics of the tool the
teacher should feel when interacting with the robot, and a way
to implement such dynamics on an industrial robot equipped
with a wrist force/torque sensor, the paper addresses safety
issues related to walk-through programming.
An experiment on an industrial robot, involving both transla-
tional and rotational motion, is shown and discussed as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern industrial robots are complex and powerful ma-
chines, able to execute a variety of different tasks with high
speed and accuracy. Nevertheless, they still have a low degree
of autonomy and adaptability, always needing huge efforts of
a human operator to learn new tasks or tune existing ones.
A manual generation of a finishing path, for example, is
a very complex and tedious task, taking up to ten weeks
to create the path program to deburr a single aluminium
wheel [1]. This is a rather common and crucial aspect, even
for tasks which differ from finishing operations, that prevents
robots from spreading in small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), where mid/low lot size production does not allow
for such a costly and time consuming operation. Generally,
the fact that the programming phase is complex and time
consuming is considered one of the major weaknesses of
today’s industrial robotic systems.

The introduction of an innovative programming paradigm,
based on physical interaction between the human operator
and the robot, represents a step forward in making the
programming phase simple, intuitive and faster, and even
in promoting an increased autonomy and cognitive ability of
the robotic system.
In this new paradigm, the so-called walk-through program-
ming, the human operator plays the role of a teacher that
physically moves (‘walks’) the robot through the desired
positions within the robot’s working envelope. During this
time, the robot’s controller may scan and store coordinate
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values [2]. At the end of this operation the robot controller
has recorded all the significant points in the trajectory
demonstrated by the human, and is thus able to interpolate
it and play it back.
Though it has been a step forward in programming tech-
niques, the walk-through programming entails implementa-
tion and safety issues. Concerning the implementation, it
must be noticed that the walk-through programming usually
requires significant changes in the robot control software,
that can be accomplished only with open robot control
platforms. On the other side, safety is an important issue as
the walk-through method requires the teacher to be within
the robot’s working envelope with the robot’s controller
energised: the person doing the teaching is thus in a po-
tentially hazardous position [2]. Moreover, using an open
robot control platform, that is not usually safety-rated asa
commercial industrial controller, is a safety issue per se.

For the sake of completeness, it must be noticed that
the walk-through programming is of particular interest in
robotic surgery as well [3], [4], [5], [6]. In fact, it allows
for a synergy between the surgeon and the robot: the robot
provides geometric accuracy and increases safety preventing
the execution of operations outside a predefined safe region;
the surgeon guides the robot using his/her superior human
senses and understanding of the overall situation to perform
the surgery.

Walk-through programming is generally performed
through force/torque sensors mounted on the robot wrist
and is based on admittance control. Examples can be found
in arm-manipulator coordination for load sharing [7], [8],
[9], [10], and in industrial applications like welding [11]
and spray painting [12].
The high cost of force/torque sensors, however, fosters the
development of alternative devices, as the adoption of such
a sensor can be considered sensible only when the industrial
application, that will be teached using the walk-through
programming, already requires a force/torque measurement.
An example of walk-through programming based on a
different device, namely a 6-d.o.f. mouse, was presented
in [13].

The present paper extends the work presented in [12],
proposing an implementation of the walk-through program-
ming technique that takes into account all the characteristics
of an industrial scenario, being compliant with the industrial
safety standards, and that allows changes in the tool position
and orientation as well, as shown in the experiment here
reported.



II. DYNAMICS OF THE VIRTUAL TOOL

Considering an industrial application, like metal finishing
or painting operations: the physical interaction between the
human operator and the robot should be conceived in such
a way that the teacher has the impression to grab a real
tool, e.g. a deburring tool or a spray gun, instead of the
robot end-effector. The role of the control system is thus
to accommodate for the motion commanded by the teacher,
mimicking the same dynamic behaviour of the real tool, i.e.
behaving like a virtual tool that exhibits the same mechanical
properties of the real tool.
The first step towards the development of the walk-through
programming technique, is thus the derivation of the exact
Newton-Euler dynamic equations of a virtual tool.

Consider Fig. 1, where the following frames are reported:
(x0,y0,z0), the absolute frame;(xT ,yT ,zT), a frame attached
to the robot end-effector;(xS,yS,zS), a frame attached to
the force/torque sensor;(xP,yP,zP), a frame attached to the
actual tool, with the origin located where the operator grabs
the tool;(xB,yB,zB), a frame attached to the virtual tool, with
the origin located in its center of mass.

Fig. 1. The frames used to formulate the dynamics of the virtual tool.

The dynamic model is written using the following coor-
dinates

0rP =
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zP
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eP,1

eP,2

eP,3









(1)

which represent the coordinates of the origin of the frame
P with respect to the reference frame 0 and the relative
orientation of the same frames, respectively. Notice that the
orientation in (1) is expressed in terms of the four Euler
parameters (unit quaternion): although being redundant, this
representation avoids the so-calledgimbal lock1.

1With the expressiongimbal lockwe mean the situation when two axes
are aligned, and the system looses one rotational d.o.f.

The equations of motion of the virtual tool based on
Newton-Euler dynamics can thus be written as

0fP = m
[0aP−

0g+ 0εP×
0rB,P+

0ωP×
(0ωP×

0rB,P
)]

+D′ 0vP (2)

0τP = 0IB
0εP+

0ωP×
(0IB

0ωP
)

+ 0rB,P×
0fP+D′′ 0ωP (3)

where the following symbols have been used:

• m, mass of the virtual tool;
•

0IB, inertia tensor of the virtual tool with respect to a
frameB, with origin in the center of mass of the virtual
tool and with the same orientation of frameP, expressed
in the absolute frame;

•
0g, gravity acceleration vector, expressed in the absolute
frame;

•
0fP, 0τP, vector of forces and moments applied by the
human operator to the virtual tool, expressed in the
absolute frame;

•
0rB,P, position of the center of mass of the virtual tool
with respect to the origin of the frameP, expressed in
the absolute frame;

• D′, D′′, viscous friction matrix for linear and rotational
motions of the virtual tool.

In equations (2)-(3) the following kinematic terms have been
introduced as well:

• the absolute velocity of the origin of the frameP,
expressed in frame 0

0vP =
d0rP

dt
=
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vP,y

vP,z





• the absolute acceleration of the origin of the frameP,
expressed in frame 0

0aP =
d0vP

dt
=
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• the angular velocity of the frameP, expressed in frame
0

0ωP = 2
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dpP

dt
= 2E
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• the angular acceleration of the frameP, expressed in
frame 0

0εP = 2
dE
dt

dpP

dt
+2E

d2pP

dt2

• the rotation matrix of the frameP with respect to the
frame 0

0RP = 2
[

0nx,P
0ny,P

0nz,P
]

where
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and
e2

P,0+e2
P,1+e2

P,2+e2
P,3 = 1

Note that in equations (2)-(3) the inertia tensor of the virtual
tool, 0IB, is time varying, as it is expressed with reference
to the absolute frame. Alternatively, the equations can be
rewritten by projecting all the quantities onto the frameP
attached to the real, and thus also to the virtual, tool.
The dynamic equations (2)-(3) can thus be rewritten as

PfP = m
[PaP−

Pg+ PεP×
PrB,P+

PωP×
(PωP×

PrB,P
)]

+D′ PvP (4)

PτP = PIB
PεP+

PωP×
PIB

PωP+
PrB,P×

PfP+D′′ PωP (5)

In this formulation the inertia tensorPIB referred to the frame
P is used, which is now time invariant.

Notice that the frame used to command the robot motion
is the sensor frameS. Specifically the motion will be
assigned commanding the motion of the origin of the frame
S with respect to the frame 0 and the rotation matrix of the
said frame. The following parameters of the real tool are
introduced:

•
SrS,P, position of the origin of the frameP with respect
to the origin of the frameS, expressed in the frameS;

•
SRP, rotation matrix of the frameP with respect to the
sensor frameS.

The position and orientation of the frameS are thus readily
given by

0rS=
0 rP−

0 RP
(SRP

)T SrS,P
0RS=

0 RP
(SRP

)T

Finally, the relation between the forces and moments mea-
sured by the sensor in the frameS and those applied at the
frame P, under the hypothesis that the mass of the virtual
tool is negligible, are given by

pfP =
(SRP

)T SfS
PτP =

(SRP
)T (SτS−

SrS,P×
PfP

)

III. AN ADMITTANCE CONTROLLER

In order to ensure that the robot behaves as the virtual
tool, in response to the teacher’s forces, a controller that
enforces the dynamics described by equations (4)-(5) must
be devised. It must be noticed, however, that (4)-(5) are
a set of six nonlinear and coupled differential algebraic
equations whose integration in the real-time robot controller
is indeed a challenging task. Furthermore, considering that
the teaching phase is characterised by low linear, and even
lower, angular velocities and accelerations, the couplings
between the Newton and Euler dynamics can be neglected.

The dynamic equations in (4)-(5) can be thus simplified as
follows

PfP+mPg= mPaP+D′ PvP
PτP+

PfP×
PrB,P = PIB

PεP+D′′ PωP

In view of these simplified relations, the dynamics of the
virtual tool can be enforced by way of an admittance
controller: such a controller accepts forces and moments and
yields corresponding displacements.

IV. SAFETY ASPECTS IN WALK-THROUGH
PROGRAMMING

Industrial robots are designed to work in a highly struc-
tured environment, doing fast and accurate movements in an
area that is rigidly separated, by way of safety fences, from
the areas occupied by humans. Robots safety requirements
for industrial environments are regulated by the international
standard ISO 10218-1 [14].
As already pointed out, walk-through programming entails
important safety issues, as the teacher is within the robot’s
working envelope with the robot’s controller energised. In
particular, the safety aspects that have to be considered
concern the ergonomic design and the safe motion of the
robot during human-robot interaction.

Considering a single human operator interacting with a
single robot, the following situations occur:

• Activation of drive power
Drive power has to be activated keeping outside the
robot area, after checking that nobody is in the robot
area (as described by general safety rules).
Once the drive power has been activated, the teacher
can start the walk-through programming.

• Walk-through programming
The teacher should grab and activate a three position
enabling device, compliant with the requirements of
5.8.3 in [14], interlocked with the safety devices of the
cell/robot control: as long as he/she holds the device in
a centre-enabled position, robot motion is allowed.
The robot motion is commanded by the teacher through
the Teach Pendant or the device adopted for the walk-
through programming.

According to [14] the speed of the end-effector mounting
flange and of the tool centre point shall not exceed 250mm/s,
and the device adopted for the walk-through programming
shall be located close to the end-effector.

V. WALK-THROUGH PROGRAMMING ON THE
C4G OPEN

The experimental setup consists of a robot Smart Six
(Fig. 2), a 6 d.o.f., 6Kg payload industrial manipulator
manufactured by COMAU, equipped with the open version
of the COMAU C4G controller [15]. In the open version,
the C4G, acting as a network client, is linked to a real-time
external PC through a real-time ethernet connection based on
the RTnet protocol [16]. The real-time external PC, acting
as a network server, is based on the RTAI Linux real-time



extension [17]. The ATI 6-axes wrist force/torque sensor is
fitted to the arm end-effector and linked to the PC through
a DAQ board that is managed by the RTAI system, thanks
to a real-time extension of the Comedi drivers [18].

Fig. 2. The Smart Six robot during a walk-through programming operation.

Considering the layout of the experiment, its aim, and the
results of a risk assessment procedure, it turns out that three
main actors participate to the walk-through programming
task:

• the teacher, who physically walks the robot through the
desired positions. According to [14], he/she holds the
enabling device in a centre-enabled position, in order to
allow for the activation of the drive power.

• the responsible of the Human Machine Interface, an
expert that helps the teacher, who is probably not a
robotics expert, dealing with the robot, and supervises
the teaching process. Using the controller Teach Pendant
he/she activates the drive power and gives consent to the
external PC to send position set-points to the industrial
controller.

• the robotic system expert, who sets up the real-
time communication between the external PC and the
open controller. He/she supervises the whole hardware-
software setup of the experiment.

Notice that, in a future industrial implementation of the
walk-through programming, all the required devices will
be provided by the industrial controller. The teacher will
program the robot through the Human Machine Interface,
without the need of further operators.

The easiest way to realise the walk-through programming
technique on an industrial robot controller is by enforcingthe
dynamics of the virtual tool through an admittance controller,
as described in Section III. Furthermore, to implement such
a controller, an external loop is closed outside the position
control loops in the industrial controller: the admittance
controller, fed by the measurements of forces and moments
acquired by a force/torque sensor mounted on the end-
effector, yields modifications to the motion control set-points
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Fig. 3. Forces, expressed in the absolute frame, during a walk-through
programming experiment.
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Fig. 4. Torques, expressed in the absolute frame, during a walk-through
programming experiment.

in order to guarantee the prescribed compliant behaviour.
Furthermore, in order to fulfil all the safety requirements dis-
cussed in Section IV, a set of safety constraints is introduced:
a virtual force proportional to the tool centre point Cartesian
velocity, by way of a nonlinear viscous friction coefficient
that rapidly increases as the velocity approaches the value
of 250mm/s, is superimposed to the forces measured by the
force/torque sensor. This force prevents the human operator
from exceeding the maximum velocity allowed by the safety
requirements2.

An experiment has been conducted where the teacher
walks the end-effector around a worktable. The virtual tool
was given the mechanical properties of a sphere of 10Kg
of mass and 5cm of radius, with a constant viscous friction
coefficient of 50Kgm/s along each translational direction,
and 10Kgrad/s along each rotational direction.
Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the forces and moments (expressed
in the absolute frame) and the corresponding virtual tool

2In case of failure of these safety constraints, a further check on the
control software stops the robot.
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Fig. 5. Virtual tool linear velocity, expressed in the absolute frame, during
a walk-through programming experiment.
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Fig. 6. Virtual tool angular velocity, expressed in the absolute frame, during
a walk-through programming experiment.

linear and angular velocities (expressed in the absolute
frame).
Notice that the walk-through programming experiment here
depicted is characterised by several movements, involving
tool position and orientation. Furthermore, though the accel-
erations exerted by the teacher are sometimes even larger
than the ones applied by an actual human operator during a
teaching operation, the robot always smoothly accommodates
for the teacher’s commands.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from a previous work, this paper addresses some
of the issues that should be covered in order to fill the
gap between an academic proof-of-concept and an industrial
implementation of the walk-through programming.
An exact formulation of the dynamic equations of a virtual
tool, together with the use of an impedance controller based
on force/torque measurements, allow to achieve an easy and
smooth interaction between the teacher and the industrial
robot. The results of a walk-through programming experi-

ment show the behaviour of the system in the presence of
several different movements, involving changes in the tool
position and orientation.
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Abstract— In this paper we use optimal control methods
to generate robot motions that are subject to acceleration
constraints on the end effector. This approach allows us to
compute motions that are both feasible for the robot and feature
complex properties for the whole trajectory. We modeled the
dynamics of the industrial robot arm, namely the KR5 SIXX

R850 using a rigid-body model. We formulated an optimal
control problem that allows us to compute optimal trajectories
between given configurations that minimizes the acceleration of
the center of a glass of water. We computed optimal trajectories
for two scenarios and successfully transferred on the real robot
which was able to move a glass of water without spilling water.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The ECHORD experiment GOP - Generating optimal

paths

The generation of the best possible path that does not

violate any constraints imposed by the environment is an

ubiquitous task in both industrial and humanoid robotics.

Currently there is no algorithmic approach available that al-

lows to address this problem for very complex dynamic robot

systems in cluttered changing environments in real time.

Instead there are two established but still quite separated

research areas that both address a part of the problem, namely

path planning and numerical optimal control. Path planning

is mainly interested in the determination of a feasible path

in very complex environments based on geometric and

kinematic models [1]. Numerical optimal control techniques

[6], [7] are capable to generate optimal trajectories for robot

manipulators or humanoid robots taking into account the

dynamics [2]; however the treatment of a large number of

environmental constraints giving rise to many local minima

makes the problems very hard, if not impossible, to solve.

This project aims at combining state of the art develop-

ments of these two domains and to create the algorithmic

foundations to tackle real time optimal control problems in

cluttered environments. It builds on top of the experiences

of the two partner institutions IWR at the University of

Heidelberg and LAAS-CNRS in Toulouse - in the respective

areas. When this issue is solved it will be beneficial to

nearly all the defined scenarios and research foci of the

ECHORD project. More specifically, in the Hyper-Flexible

Cells scenario, it is crucial to determine if a robot will be

capable to handle the multitude of tasks it will be asked

Fig. 1. KR5 SIXX R850 with gripper and water glass.

to do and to optimize the robots motions for the different

steps, tools and manipulation of different work pieces. A

changing workflow and the interaction with other robots and

humans in the first and third scenario emphasize the need for

algorithms to efficiently re-generate the best possible motions

under varying circumstances.

In the ECHORD GOP project, two robot platforms are

used, namely the humanoid robot HRP-2 available at LAAS,

as well as a small industrial robot arm KUKA KR5 SIXX

R850 at IWR. The latter is used for the test case demon-

stration in this paper.

B. A test case imposing acceleration constraints: manipulat-

ing a glass of water at high velocities

In this paper, we treat a first test case for the generation of

optimal paths in industrial robot arms. It is not an industrial

application setting, but a small example which however is

characterized by complex constraints. The task is to move

a glass filled with water over some distance and at fast

speed, starting and stopping at rest. The goal obviously

is to not spill any water during the maneuver, which is

particularly challenging in the initial and final phase with

large accelerations an decelerations. The KUKA robot KR5

SIXX R850 is equipped with a SCHUNK gripper and a

customized glass holder created on a RepRap 3D printer (see

Fig. 1).



Presently, the arm is still moving in free space and only

has to avoid self collision, but complex path constraints of the

environment will be added in the course of this project. For

the present example, only efficient optimal control techniques

are required, but for the follow-up a combined approach of

optimal control and path planning techniques will be applied

which is currently developed in the ECHORD-GOP project

together with our partners at LAAS.

II. DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE ROBOT ARM

The KUKA robot arm has 6 axes and a length of 850mm

when fully stretched and weighs 29kg.

Using generalized positions q(t) and velocities q̇(t), the

dynamics of the robot can be expressed as:

M(q)q̈ =−N(q, q̇)+ τ, (1)

where M(q) is the joint space inertia matrix, N(q, q̇) are the

coriolis and gravitational forces, and τ are the torques applied

at the joints.

We also model the effects of the motor inertias µ1, . . . ,µ6

of the actuators into account. This is done by formulating a

new inertia matrix M̃(q) as:

M̃(q) = M(q)+diag(µ1, . . . ,µ6) (2)

This matrix is then used in Eq. 1.

The dynamic model for the robot was created using origi-

nal dynamic parameters such as the locations for the centers

of mass and the inertia of the individual segments. For

the modeling we used the RBDL [4] which also performs

the computations of the dynamics. It uses the Composite

Rigid Body Algorithm for the computation of M(q) and the

Recursive Newton Euler Algorithm to compute N(q, q̇). The

library is implemented using spatial algebra for a clear yet

efficient representation of the algorithms [5].

III. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF ROBOT MOTIONS

A significant advantage of optimization over approaches

based on pure simulation is that simulation always requires

to fix important quantities in advance: if it is performed on

a forward dynamics model the input forces and torques have

to be pre-specified to obtain the resulting motion, and if

performed on an inverse dynamics model the position and

velocity histories have to be fixed to be able to calculate the

required driving torques and forces. However, typically none

of the quantities is exactly known a priori. Optimization-

based simulation - or optimal control - allows to leave forces,

torques u(t) and the motion x(t) = [q(t), q̇(t)]T , free and to

determine all these quantities simultaneously according to

some desired optimization criterion.

The optimal control problem can be written as:

min
x(·),u(·),t f

∫ t f

0
φ(x(t),u(t))dt (3)

subject to:

ẋ(t) = f (t,x(t),u(t)) (4)

g(t,x(t),u(t), p) ≥ 0, (5)

r(x(0),x(t f ), p) = 0. (6)

The objective function (3) is of the form:

φ(x(t),u(t)) = ax(t)
2 +ay(t)

2 +0.001∗az(t)
2

where ax(t), ay(t), and az(t) is the acceleration of the center

point of the glass along its local x–, y–, and z–direction,

where the z–axis describes the longitudinal axis of the glass.

The terms for the accelerations along the local x– and y–

axes make sure that the acceleration of the water towards

the border of the glass is minimized. The additional term for

the acceleration along the z–axis result in a smoothing of the

overall acceleration profile.

The dynamics of the robot is described by (4). General

state and control boundaries such as joint and torque limits

are described by (5). Start and end configuration is modeled

by the boundary conditions (6). These constraints at t0 and

t f also require, that the acceleration of the center point of

the glass is equal to the acceleration due to gravity to ensure

valid start and end points. Furthermore the generalized veloc-

ity has to be zero at start and end point, i.e. q̇(t0) = q̇(t f ) = 0.

In addition, boundaries on the vertical accelerations are

applied to make sure it always points downwards with respect

to the glass.

To solve this problem the software package MUSCOD-

II discretizes the continuous formulation (3)–(6) for both

controls and states. The resulting nonlinear optimization

problem is then solved by using a specially tailored sequen-

tial quadratic programming (SQP) method [6].

IV. EXPERIMENT

The firmware installed on the control unit limits the

movement to a set of standard forms and does not allow

a custom trajectory to be played. We use the Remote Sensor

Interface (RSI) plugin provided by KUKA to overcome this

problem.

The RSI interface was originally designed to allow adjust-

ments during the robot’s movement with the help of external

sensors. We use this interface to control the robot directly

from a separate PC. The control unit established a TCP

connection over Ethernet to the controlling computer. Both

exchange information in a fixed time interval of 20ms which

is also the interpolation time of the robot. The computer

receives the current positions and sends the target positions

of all 6 degrees of freedom.

The experiments show that there is a constant delay of

≈200ms between the provided angles and the actual angles

of the joints. When neglecting this delay the calculated

trajectory is very accurately reproduced on the robot (mean

error < 1◦ on each joint).

Fig. 2 shows the two of the various scenarios for which we

computed optimal trajectories. In scenario “rotation” (Fig.

2(a)) start and end conditions for the robot only differ in

the 90◦ rotation of the first joint. In scenario “rotation and

vertical translation” (Fig. 2(b)) the end state is the same

as previously but with an additional translation of the glass

along the vertical axis.



(a) Scenario: rotation

(b) Scenario: rotation and vertical translation

Fig. 2. Start and end positions for the two experiment setups for which
we optimized the intermediate trajectories.

(a) Scenario: rotation (b) Scenario: rotation and vertical
translation

Fig. 3. Profile of the accelerations of the glass center in local coordinates
for the optimal trajectories in both setups. The local z–axis is the longitudinal
axis of the glass.

V. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

Figures 4 and 5 shows the computed motions in the sim-

ulation and the actual robot performing the two maneuvers

moving a glass of water. The duration of motion “rotation”

only takes 1.03 seconds and the motion “rotation and vertical

translation” has a duration of 1.11 seconds. An intuitive

leaning of the glass can be seen that ensures acceleration

along the vertical axis of the glass. In both cases, the

optimized motions lead to splash-free maneuvers in reality.

A profile of the acceleration at the glass center in local

coordinates can be found in Fig. 3. It can be seen that

the vertical component (with respect to the glass) az stays

negative while the orthogonal components ax and ay become

very small due to the optimization criterion.

This work will be extended to even faster and more

difficult maneuvers. We intend to produce motions with short

phases where the glass is fully inverted, and will evaluate if

the robots properties allow to perform such a challenging

maneuver. We will also extend this work to scenarios where

the robot’s motion is constrained by complex obstacles.

Finally, over the course of the GOP project we are looking a

other test cases with very complex constraints and different

local minimum trajectories where a combination of path

planning and optimal control techniques is required.
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(a) Simulation (b) Movement of the real
robot

Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulated and actual robot motion for scenarion
“rotation”.

(a) Simulation (b) Movement of the real robot

Fig. 5. Comparison of the simulated and actual robot motion for scenarion
“rotation and vertical translation”.



  

 

 

Abstract— In this paper, a lightweight robotic arm based on 

igus® robolink is presented.  First, a short introduction about 

the robot and its relevance is given. Next, the optimization of the 

workspace is determined. Then, a mechanical rope tensioner and 

gravity compensation as well as a novel drive system for compli-

ant gripper is presented. Finally, a path planning algorithm and 

an independent position controller for the cable-driven robot is 

investigated. The robot was built-up in the ALEXA experiment 

of the ECHORD project. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The robotic arm presented here was developed in the 
ALEXA experiment. It has the capabilities of a mobile, 
lightweight manipulator based on the robolink construction 
kit from the company igus. The innovative system allows for 
lightweight manipulators to be easily built up for use in smart 
robotic applications. It consists of cable-driven joints and 
links of selectable lengths and materials. This option allows 
for a manipulator to be built for specific need. Similar works 
are presented in [1] and [2] amongst others. 

 

Figure 1.  ALEXA robotic arm (left), compliant gripper (right) 

Currently, igus does not offer a complete robotic arm that 
is ready to be used as a common tool for standard pick-and-
place applications. In the ALEXA experiment, a drive and 
control system is integrated with a robolink robotic arm. Fur-
thermore, the drive and control system can be fully detached 
from the robotic arm. This topology allows easy transporta-
tion and flexible installation. The whole system can easily be 
moved to different workplaces, where it can then be used as a 
tool for handling objects. These advantages will be demon-
strated in the second half of the ALEXA experiment. Figure 
1. shows the robotic arm. 

II. INVENTIONS IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

After introducing some important constraints, we will 
show how the link lengths were optimized. Here, the optimi-
zation was meant to obtain a maximal workspace while tak-
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ing the constraints due to the nominal drive torque 
¿̂i = 5Nm and a payload of mG = 250g into account. Fur-

ther, a tensing mechanism and a gravity compensation mech-
anism will be presented. Finally, the gripper and its novel 
drive will be described. 

A. Joint Constraints 

As mentioned, the robotic arm was utilized for common 
pick-and-place operations. Therefore, it was necessary that it 
obtains a suitable number of degrees of freedom. Due to con-
straints from the robolink design, the robotic arm was pro-
vided with five degrees of freedom, which are embodied by 
five revolute joints. All joints, with the exception of the the 
base joint, are robolink joints. Two different robolink joint 
types were used – two joints with an asymmetrical single 
pivot axis (40± · °2;3 · ¡130±), and one type with a syn-

chronous pivot (j°4j · 90±) and rotation axis (j°5j · 270±). 

The base joint is a proprietary construction (j°1j · 180±). 

B. Workspace Optimization 

In general, the workspace dimension of the robotic arm 
depends on the lengths li of its joint connecting links 

i 2 f1;2;3g. All link lengths li shall be determined for a 

largest possible workspace given by a specific width DW  

along axis ~x0 of frame ~K0 as introduced in Figure 2. Further, 

the torque of joint 2, that is the highest loaded joint for the 
most common load cases, should not exceed the nominal 
torque ¿̂2 of the actuating motor drive. Finally, the optimiza-

tion must be able to carry the specified payload of 250g and a 

gripper length of lG = 150mm. 
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~l1

l1

lG

l2

l3

DW

PI PF

~x0

x0

z0

~z0

K0

~K0

~°2;2

 

Figure 2.  Model of the ALEXA robotic arm for workspace optimization 

The determination of the optimal link lengths li was 

achieved by analyzing a simulated pick-and-place operation. 

In particular, the optimization variables are ~l1 (length of link 
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1 minus lG), l23 (total length of link 2 and 3 given by 

l23 = l2 + l3), and k (ratio of l2 and l23 determined by 

k = l2=l23). A vector that summarizes the optimization vari-

ables is expressed by »= [l1 l23 k]. Since the rotary angles 

of all joints are bounded by ql · q · qu with q= qi = °i, 

the range of »  must be achieved. First, the robolink construc-

tion kit requires links with a minimum length of 

ll0 = 200mm. Then, the lower boundary for l23 is 

ll23 = 2ll0. (1) 

The upper boundary value lu1  of link 1 is determined by 

ll1 = ll0 lu1 =

½
¡R cos(°l2 ¡ ~°2;2) (¼¡ °l2) > ~°2;2

R else,
 (2) 

while R  denotes the distance from joint 2 to the wrist joint of 

the robot given by R= l23
p
2k(1¡k)(cos°l3 ¡1)+1. 

Further, the range of k can be also determined by 

kl = ll0=l23 ku=1¡ll0=l23 (3) 

In the optimization, the joint torques were computed, which 
occur during the transportation of the payload from an initial 
position PI(~xI;0;0) to a final position PF (~xF ;0;0) with a 

constant velocity of vE = 0:15m=s. By knowing the range of 

l1, the x element of PI  and PF  can be computed as follows 

~x1 =

q

R2 ¡ l21 ~x2 =

q

l223 ¡ l21.  

Both coordinates correspond with the inner and outer bound-
ary of the workspace along axis ~x0, so that the specific width 

DW  is given by DW = ~xF ¡ ~xI. Next, a position p[tj] = pj 

and velocity _p[tj] = _pj trajectory was computed in the Car-

tesian frame along PIPF  for the quasi-static case. The time 

interval is defined as tj 2 ft0; : : : ; tNg whose edge-times are 

given by t0 = 0 and tN =DW=vG. Next, the workspace 

trajectories were transformed in the joint space by 

qj = f(pj) _qj =J(qj)
¡1 _pj Äqj = _Jj(qj)

¡1 _pj.  

Then, the equation of motion gives the joint torques ¿[tj] of 

the robotic arm 

M(qj;»)Äqj +C(qj; _qj;») _qj +g(qj;») = ¿[tj]. (4) 

while g(qj;») also takes the mentioned payload into ac-

count. The torques of joint 2 were separated by 

¿2[tj] = [0 1 0]¿[tj] ¿T2 =
£
¿2[t0] : : : ¿2[tN ]

¤
.  

that gives the constraint for the actuating motor drive 

¿̂2 · u2¿
max
2 ¿max2 = u2max

j2J
f¿2g, (5) 

where u2 denotes the transmission ratio from the joint winch 

to the motor drive. Next, the cost function, that had to be 
minimized during optimization, was defined by 

 

 

 

z(») = D¡1
W . (6) 

while Eq. (1) to (5) yield the related constraints. Finally, Eq. 
(6) was solved by using the fmincon solver of MATLAB. 

The result are ~l1 ¼ 0:35m, l23 ¼ 0:8m, and k = 0:44. This 

gives a maximal torque of 4:94Nm on the motor side with a 

safety coefficient of ¼ 2. Further, a specific workspace width 

of DW = 0:7m is given. 

C. Tensing Mechanism and Gravity Compensation 

A single robolink joint is actuated by two ropes in an an-
tagonistic manner. Hence, there is always a tight side of the 
rope and a slack side. In general, the slack side of the rope 
also causes relaxation of the related Bowden cable, which in 
turn can result in the rope slipping off the winch. To avoid 
this situation, a tensioning mechanism was investigated, as 
shown in Figure 3.  {A}. It consists of a sleeve {1}, a screw 
{2} with a through-hole, and a spring {3}. The end of one 
Bowden cable {4} is plugged into the upper side of the 
sleeve. The lower side of the sleeve is plugged into the screw 
against the spring, which is mounted inside. Finally, the as-
sembly is mounted in a threaded hole of a sheet, with the 
spring prestressed as the rope, which leads from the Bowden 
cable through all parts to the motor driven winch, is tight-
ened. In this arrangement, the rope {5} is tightened in any 
case, given the range of the spring is sufficiently dimensioned 
according to the amount of slack to be expected.  

As written in the last preceding section, joint 2 has the 
highest load. In spite of the mechanical dimensioning of the 
robot structure, the required motor torque exceeded the nom-
inal value due to a higher influence of sliding friction in the 
Bowden cables as it was assumed. For that reason, a com-
pression spring {6} with high stiffness was used to compen-
sate the weight force, which caused the major load of joint 2. 
Here, the spring gets tensed with joint 2 moving in a negative 
rotational direction, when the robotic arm moves downwards. 
Alternatively, the tensed spring works with the motor of joint 
2 when the robotic arm is lifted up again. 

D. Gripper 

In the experiment, we designed a new radial gripper that 
is actuated by Bowden cables. As Figure 3.  {B} shows, the 
gripper was equipped with two compliant FinRay® fingers to 
provide compliant gripping capabilities. 
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Figure 3.  Rope tensioner and gravity compensator {A}, drive system of the 

gripper {B} 

The gripper has a novel drive that limits the gripping 
force in a unique and simple way. The actuating rope {1} 



  

leads from a tension mechanism through a motor driven end-
less winch {2} to the gripper. The tensioner consists of a 
compression spring {3} and a piston {4}, while the rope is 
attached to the said piston. Further, the piston is also mount-
ed on the spring, whose stiffness is denoted as cT . By pulling 

the rope, the spring gets tensed and caused a force FT  that 

acts against the piston. According to the introduced direction 

x, the force is FT = cTx. Within the gripper, the other end 

of the rope is connected to a stamp {5}, which is mounted in 
a shaft on a second spring {6}. Further, the stamp actuated 
the mechanical linkage {7} that rotates the fingers {8}. Here, 
the stiffness of the spring inside the gripper is denoted as cG. 

The resulting force that acts on the stamp is FG. In particular, 

it consists of the spring force as well as the force that is 
caused by the gripped load FG = cG(x0 ¡x) +FL. 

For closing the gripper, the motor drive {9} must rotate in 
negative direction _' < 0, whereby the rope is pulled in posi-

tive direction _x > 0. Due to the friction on the endless winch, 

the rope is pulled as long as the following inequality is satis-
fied 

kBFG < kTFT ! _x > 0 (7) 

where kB, kW  denote the force gain due to friction in the 

Bowden cable {10}  and on the winch. When force equilibri-
um is reached, the gripper is blocked by its mechanical stops 
or an object that was gripped successfully. Both cases leads 
to _x = 0. If the winch rotates in positive direction _' > 0, the 

gripper opens and the tensioner gets tensed again as long as 
the inequality 

FG=kB >FT=kT ! _x < 0 (8) 

is satisfied. 

III. CONTROL OF THE ROBOT SYSTEM 

The control topology of the ALEXA robot consists of a 
path planner, a trajectory generator and five position control-
lers. All control components were optimized for a cable-
driven robot. In this chapter, an overview of the main 
achievements is given. 

A. Computation of Torque Minimized Trajectories 

The main control of the robot has different capabilities to 
generate paths between an initial position qI  and final posi-

tion qF . Depending from the specific task, the path can be 

either calculated as a minimized joint load path or as a simple 
LIN path. However, every trajectory is constrained in case of 
end effector velocity vE, angular velocity _q , acceleration Äq , 

and jerk limitation 
...
q  

kvEk· vmaxE j _qj· _qmax jÄqj· Äqmax j
...
qj·

...
qmax  (9) 

By satisfying these constraints, smooth motions can be en-
sured while reducing the vibration stimuli of the elastic joint-
rope-motor system. Furthermore, the end effector is adjusta-
ble to a harmless value in case of human robot safety. 

The entire path planning process is separated in three 
steps. First, a path is computed that avoids all obstacles and 
yields minimized joint torques for the static case ( _q; Äq = 0). 

This will be achieved by using discretized torque maps as 
shown in Figure 4. In particular, these maps present the allo-
cation of the joint loads (depending on the joint configura-
tion). 

~¿
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m
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Figure 4.  Discretized torque map for path optimization 

The torque maps were determined by placing discretized 
joint positions ¢°i into the equation of motion Eq. (4) of the 

loaded robot 

q(·) = ¢°·T · 2 N1£4 (10) 

where ·i¢° is within the range of the related joint i . Next, 

the vector norm of ¿  is allocated to a unique joint configura-

tion. Since the position of joint 5 has no effect on the torque 
norm, it is ignored during the map determination. Afterwards, 
the map is updated to take collisions into account. By analyz-
ing the DH matrices to the joint frames, ground and self-
collisions are detected as well as collisions with obstacles in 
the workspace. Every collision is marked with an extremely 
high torque denoted by ¿1. 

In the next step, based on the map, a path with a number of 
NC  joint configurations, which are torque minimal, is ob-

tained by solving the following optimization problem 

min
·j;NC

NCX

j=1

~¿(·j)! Z Z = [·1 : : :·NC
]  

where the constraints are given by 

ql · q(·j) · qu ~¿ < ¿1

q(·1) = qI q(·NC
) = qF  

 

Due to the discretization of the torque map, the path optimi-
zation yields a set with a number NS  of single path segments.  

In the last step, constrained motions are computed for 
these segments that are achieved by using an algorithm for 
PTP motion generation as presented next. First, the joint {̂  

with the highest angle difference between its initial and final 
position is selected. For synchronous motion, the velocity of 
all other joints are made dependent on _q {̂ 

qF ¡q(t) = fqF;̂{¡ q{̂(t)gv _q(t) = _q̂{v (11) 

For smooth acceleration and deceleration motions, the 
joint position trajectories were determined by a 5

th
 order pol-

ynomial approach. Here, all boundary values of the polyno-
mial are given by Eq. (9) and (11). Satisfying the boundary 
values ensure that the end effector reached its maximal veloc-
ity or at least one joint reached its maximal angular velocity 



  

when the acceleration phase, which is the first of three phas-
es, is finished. 

In the second motion phase, the velocity is kept constant. 
Here, the time is discretized by tj = ft0; : : : ; tNg where t0 

denotes the moment at which the acceleration phase ends and 

tN the moment at which the phase of constant velocity ends. 

According to the recent active constraint, it is 

_q{̂[tj] =

8
><

>:

vmaxE

(tj ¡ tj¡1)kJ(q(j¡1))vk
vE ¸ vmaxE

_q{̂[tj¡1] else

  

This process is repeated until a position is reached at 
which the highest deceleration Äq̂{[tj] = Äqmax{̂  is needed to 

stop joint {̂  in its temporary final position q̂{;|̂ of the current 

path segment |̂ 2 f1; : : : ;NSg 

Äq{̂[tj ] =
_q2
{̂ [tj ]

2q{̂[tj ]¡ 2q{̂;|̂
  

Next, the acceleration or deceleration phase of the following 
path segment is determined. 

B. Joint Position Control 

An independent joint control approach was used to con-
trol the robotic arm. The control input of the controller is the 
motor velocity _'i with the motor angle 'i and the joint posi-

tion qi as feedback variables. A simulation of the elastic mo-

tor-rope-joint system, which also includes nonlinear friction 

model, shows, that the friction force fR 2R1£5 and the elas-

ticity E = diag(²i), of the system generates a large backlash 

'B when the motors changes its rotation direction. The back-

lash for all joints is determined by r'B = E ¢ fR, where r 

denotes the radius of the rope winch. 

For example, joint 3 has a backlash of 'B;3 = 120± that 

needs about 2s to compensate by rotating motor 3 with max-

imal speed. Agrawal et al. [3] presented different approaches 
for backlash compensation. Further, Jacobson et al. [4] defi-
ned control laws for tendon driven robots. In particular, a 
cascade controller with compensators is discussed. However, 
the system presented here is stronger influenced by friction 
and elasticity. Hence, the use of a common P- or PI-
controller will obtain slow dynamic behavior and heavy over-
shooting effects, as the simulation shows. In particular, the 
controller must be heavy “detuned” to stabilize the system.  

A combination of a P-controller with motor position 
feedback 'i and an I-controller with joint position feedback 

was investigated. The controller output is given by 

_'=KP ('¡'¤)+KI

R
q¡q¤dt  

As shown by Figure 5. , this approach provides a much 
better control behavior than a common one. Further, the set-
point trajectories of the motor are determined by  

' = E¿+ Uq,  

where ¿  is given by the EOM of the robot. Further, 

U= diag(ui) denotes the ratio matrix, which is given by the 

ratio of the joint and motor winch. To avoid wind-up effects, 

the integrator output is bounded, while these boundaries cor-
respond with the maximal backlash caused by friction. Here, 
the superior control set-point is the motor trajectory that 
yields stability for all KP  in the closed-loop. The optimal 

controller parameters where found in an iterative process. 
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Figure 5.  Set-point tracking of the combination controller (left) and the P-

controller (right) 

The combination controller has good set-point tracking capa-

bilities and less overshooting effects, as Figure 5.  shows. 

Unfortunately, the big backlash, especially at the beginning 

of the motion, causes asynchronous joint movements and a 

big tracking error as well, which could result in collision. 

Hence, a prestressing control was investigated as presented in 

the next section.   

C. Prestressing Control 

The prestressing controller assumes that the backlash is 
related linearly to the joint torques, the direction of the last 
joint motions sgnf _q(t¡1)g, and the planned joint motions 

sgnf _q(t)g. The control law is defined by 

'B = 1
2
(sgnf _q(t¡1)g¡ sgnf _q(t¡1)g)(K¿¿+'B0) 

Before a motion starts, every motor rotates until the pre-

dicted backlash value is compensated. An upcoming change 

of the friction and the backlash offset is reduced by an adap-

tive adjusting of the friction matrix K¿  and the backlash off-

set vector 'B0 constantly. Here, the joint behavior is moni-

tored and analyzed during the prestressing process. A adap-

tive adjustment law yields an update for K¿  and 'B0. 
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Figure 1. The fabrication unit: An already exsiting industrial robot, 

ABB IRB 4600, mounted on an engineered compact mobile track 
system that is sized to fit through a standard door frame on a 

construction site. Engineered and integrated parts are shown in black. 

 

Abstract— In this paper, viable applications of mobile 

robotic units on construction sites are explored and 

accordingly, potential areas in the building sector are 

identified, with the intention being to build upon innovative 

man-machine interaction paradigms to deal with the 

imprecision and tolerances often faced on construction sites. By 

combining the precision of the machine with the innate 

cognitive human skills, a simple but effective mobile fabrication 

system is experimented for the building of algorithmically 

designed structures that would not be possible if left to 

conventional manual methods. It is assumed that this new 

approach to in-situ construction aimed at a deeper integration 

of human ability with the strengths of digitally controlled 

machines, will result in advances in the construction sector, 

thus opening up new design and application fields for architects 

and planners. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technical requirements of building processes are 
growing increasingly complex, and as such necessitate 
custom solutions. Computer-controlled pre-fabrication 
methods offer one such solution for the fast and cost-
effective manufacture of customized physical components. 
So far, construction processes have been mainly handled 
statically. In a new approach to tomorrow’s building 
requirements, it is proposed that a generic mobile fabrication 
unit (Fig. 1) can be employed directly on a building site to 
carry out tasks that have previously been the realm of off-site 
specialized stationary machines in pre-fabrication. A 
combination of the benefits of digital manufacturing and in-
situ construction offers an interesting alternative to the 
conventional approach of pre-fabrication of building 
elements. Those benefits include: (1) when programmed to 
handle local specificities and tolerances, a robotic unit will be 
able to respond to the uniqueness of each construction site, 
bringing flexibility to the process, (2) while at the same time 
removing the need for the costly and unsustainable 
transportation of large building elements.  

It was back in 1990s that the research on automation and 
robotics in construction could be listed as; views for 
automation and robotics in construction; design, construction 
planning and management; elemental technologies for 
automation and robotics; and application [1]. Some 
construction tasks that come forward regarding the 
application of the research are: Masonry construction, 
assembly and finishing operations, surveying and positioning, 
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inspection, repair and maintenance, material handling, and 
concrete placing and finishing [1].  Attempts in the early 
1990s to replace manual technologies with robotic building 
processes in the construction sector resulted in such 
automated brick-laying research projects as ROCCO in 1994 
[2], ESPRIT in 1995 [3] and BRONCO in 1996 [4]. While 
automated bricklaying - masonry construction -  projects 
constituted 6% [5]  to 7% [1]  of the applied research work 
into robotics on construction sites, they have yet to be put to 
practical use. The main reasons for this were, firstly, the 
machines could not compete with manual labor as they were 
not economically feasible, which constitutes a unique 
research area on its own. And secondly, they did not fully 
address the uniqueness of the building site and the 
dimensional tolerances of the task in hand. For justification 
of automation in robotics  on construction sites, it is clear 
that, the process of construction has to be financially proved 
even though it is not the concern of the current state of this 
research since the aim is rather than developing an automated 
robotic device, it has been to design a robust system that 
takes full advantage of the specific complementary strengths 
of both man and machine.  

Robotic fabrication has traditionally been embedded 
within the high-tech industrial environment, where fixed 
positioning and constant conditions determine the role that 
the robot may undertake in the fabrication process. Unlike in 
pre-fabrication facilities, a construction site is a spatially 
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Figure 2. The compact mobile track system and the fabrication unit. 

 
Figure 3. The work tool consists of two vacuum grippers, a 2D-line 

scanner and a 3D scanner. 

complex and heterogeneous environment, where a robotic 
system may be exposed to continuous change and 
unpredictable events. For this reason, a fabrication unit needs 
to be made aware of its surroundings, its components and its 
own position, as well as the tolerances generated by 
inaccuracies in the materials with which it is working. 
Therefore, the methodology of this research involves the use 
of scanning systems and object recognition technologies that 
can be simplified through human instruction. 

Rather than the development of a new, advanced piece of 
machinery, the research expands on different options of 
digital manufacturing in the construction sector, defining 
future application areas for mobile architectural robotics and 
the paper is organized as follows: After the setup is 
introduced, the 3 specific demonstrations are explained, 
holding the experiment objectives: (1) 2D line scanning 
different-sized building elements for handling of tolerances; 
(2) 3D scanning hand movements for implementing man-
machine interaction; (3) and 3D scanning of local reference 
markers in an unknown workspace for the mobility of the 
fabrication unit. 

II.  PROOF OF CONCEPT 

In this research, the responsibility of decision-making is 
shared between the human and the machine, whereby the 
machine autonomously solves problems that cannot be 
efficiently addressed by its human counterpart. In this way, 
the mobile unit, comprising an existing industrial robot 
mounted on a mobile base,  is able to fabricate 
algorithmically generated structures in-situ, employed in real-
world contexts such as the construction site.  

For the application of this experimental process, firstly, 
the ABB IRB 4600 was selected for the experiment and it 
was mounted on a compact mobile track system that was 
sized to fit through a standard door frame on a construction 
site in its folded position. Each individual component listed 
in the experiment setup was integrated cohesively into the 
system enabling a high degree of flexibility.  

A. Experiment Setup 

Initial infrastructural phase of the experimentation 
process consists of assembling a mobile fabrication unit for 
employing it in real-world contexts in addition to stationary 
conditions. This phase includes; 

 A market survey on selecting a suitable robot through 
which; the ABB IRB 4600, providing a wide 
operational range, was found best fitting compact 
robot to the requirements of the project. Holding the 
properties; a low weight and a high loading capacity; 
it was suitable for constructing elongated high 
structures, without being adjusted, using a variety of 
building elements.   

 Design and engineering of a mobile track system, 
supported by side-hinged telescoping outriggers with 
integrated raising jacks to ensure stability together 
with mobility. The unit is driven by a diesel engine 
attached to the base, which within the scope of this 
project only utilizes/provides the mobility of the 
system. The engineering of the base is driven by the 
ideal workspace of the fabrication unit, that is the 
construction site, in addition to the calculations 
regarding the moment and the center of gravity. 

 Integration of different scanning systems to the 
fabrication unit, serving different objectives of the 
experiment being: (1) A 2D-line scanner (Sick LMS 
500) for detection of dimensional tolerances (2) and a 
3D scanner enabling the detection of objects or 
obstacles, etc. on the workspace. The 3D scanner 
also facilitated the communication of the unit with 
the innate cognitive skills of the human counterpart 
for the supervision in the self-orienting system 
developed for mobility. 

 Integration of two vacuum grippers to the fabrication 
unit in different positions on a multifunctional tool 
enabling the unit to grip building elements either 
from the top or from the side to apply various 
additive fabrication strategies. This facilitated 
particular additive construction tasks involving 
gripping individual building elements at high speed 
and placing them with an effective precision. The 
vacuum pressure is created by a vacuum pump that is 
installed at the back of the robot in order to have a 
compact mobile unit. 



  

 
 

              
Figure 4. After laying individual wooden building blocks with 

different thicknesses, the fabrication unit can map the indeterminacy 

by scanning each layer. A 1:1 scale building process was 

demonstrated at 2011 Fabricate Conference in London. 

 
Figure 5. A 1:1 scale fabrication process facilitated by man-machine 

interaction was demonstrated at the 2011 Scientifica Exhibition in 

Zurich. 

B. Application 

This part constitutes the main body of the methodology, 
where the concept is proven by demonstrations in 1:1 scale 
(including the progress also on the software side to facilitate 
fabrication). 

Handling of Tolerances: Throughout the research 
process, various experimentations took place regarding the 
needs of the construction tasks. These include a reactive 
fabrication system requiring the scanning of different-sized 
wooden building elements. With this system, the 
indeterminacy of materials used in the fabrication process can 
be mapped as every operation on a building site is unique in 
terms of the dimensions of the materials used and the range 
of tolerances. A 1:1 scale building process was demonstrated 
at 2011 Fabricate Conference in London as part of the 
experimental application process of the mobile fabrication 
unit prior to its deployment on an actual construction site. In 
this process, the reactive fabrication system is tested based on 
a feedback strategy. For this 1:1 scale test, an articulated 
timber formation was assembled from 1,330 wooden building 
blocks of three different thicknesses simulating the range of 
dimensional  tolerances that would be faced on the 
construction site. During fabrication, after laying the 
elements, the fabrication unit maps the indeterminacy 
accumulated by various dimensions of the bricks placed side 
by side, by scanning each layer (Fig. 4). With fast and 
accurate measurement, it is handled autonomously by the 
robot, which is a requirement that cannot be addressed 
efficiently by the human counterpart. The mapped 
measurement is then sent back to the design/control software, 
and the robot arm re-orientates itself according to the new set 
of height and angle data.  

Man-Machine Interaction: As the fabrication unit is 

intended to be employed directly on a construction site, it is 
required to operate within unknown contexts and workspaces, 
and must orient itself while recognizing objects, obstacles, 
workers, etc. in its surroundings. Similar to the 
experimentation on handling of tolerances, a 1:1 scale 
fabrication cycle applying an interactive process was 
demonstrated at the 2011 Scientifica Exhibition in Zurich 
(Fig. 5). In this demonstration, the audience participation was 
employed efficiently as the human supervision for which the 
3D scanning technology implemented detects and processes 
the movements of the hand, and in this way the human 
collaborator was able to “show” the robot its working area 
and building zone in reference to its relative position. For 
this, a feedback loop was programmed that provides a 
continuous communication between the robot controller and 
the scanning system. This continuous exchange of 
information feeds the fabrication process with hand 
movements that are scanned and imported as CAD data to the 
design software. This data is then converted into robot code, 
by which the fabrication unit is informed in real time and 
builds accordingly. 

Mobility: For the proof of concept regarding the direct 
use of robotic units on construction sites, this phase of the 
methodological process, being the mobility, is especially 
significant in terms of bringing the robotic operational 
capabilities from stationary conditions to the production of a 
complex architectural component in-situ. For this, a system is 
developed for self-positioning of the mobile unit through the 
3D scanning of local points (such as the center point of a 
metal disk – the satellite) set by the human collaborator in the 
workspace (Fig. 6). By scanning these points, the fabrication 
unit is able to move several times, relocating itself according 
to the local reference system to facilitate the fabrication 
process of large building components in separate sections. 
The modular 8-meter wall in Fig. 7, is assembled by several 
consecutive self-positioning of the mobile fabrication unit in 
the parking garage of the Department of Architecture at ETH 
Zurich whose conditions are experimented as that of a real 
construction site. The scale and modularity of the wall 
structure were directly derived from these surrounding spatial 
conditions for instance one being the ceiling height while 
several aspects of the design were driven by the selected 
robotic fabrication method. Those include the operational 



  

 

 
Figure 7. The mobile fabrication unit re-positioned itself several times 

during the fabrication of this 8-meter modular wall in the parking garage 

of the Department of Architecture at ETH Zurich. The unit was 

designed by the students of an elective course (“The Fragile Structure”) 
under the professorship of Gramazio & Kohler. 

 
Figure 6. Diagram showing the partitioning in the overall fabrication 

strategy and the scanning system and the each new position of the 

fabrication unit  with circular lines indicating the operation range of the 

robot arm. 

range of the robot arm which have defined the positioning of 
the fabrication unit for ascertaining an optimum partitioning 
in the overall fabrication strategy (Fig. 6). These are all tested 
and simulated on the software side via offline programming 
prior to a 1:1 scale experimental fabrication, including the 
testing of a system which eases the export from the CAD 
model to the robot controller.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The work described in this paper is intended as a first step 

in the evolution of mobile robotics on construction sites. In 

contrast to previous researches, the fabrication unit 

described in this experiment is intended as an open system 

that is adaptable to different applications and situations, and 

accordingly, the main objective of this research has been to 

identify different application scenarios and to illustrate 

various communication and data acquisition systems. With 

this paper, a fabrication system is proposed that can respond 

flexibly to the rapidly changing requirements of the 

construction sector and can close the gap between the 

planning and in-situ production of a large, non-standard and 

complex architectural component. 
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Abstract—This paper describes an ongoing effort to by 
Southwest Research Institute, Yaskawa Motoman, and Willow 
Garage to leverage the explosion in machine perception 
applications developed under ROS toward industrial 
automation. The effort has developed a number of wrappers 
enabling ROS to interface directly to industrial robot 
controllers and other sensors. A “pick and place” application 
initially developed for the PR2 was ported to and demonstrated 
on a Yaskawa Motoman SIA10D industrial robot. The ease in 
which the industrial robot is programmed using ROS to 
operate in an unstructured and dynamic environment 
demonstrates that ROS may represent a disruptive technology 
for industrial automation. A consortium is being formed to 
fund and continue the development of the ROS-Industrial 
initiative. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Robotic manipulators and robotic vehicles have been 
deployed in a variety of industrial automation applications for 
many decades. Because these systems are flexible and 
reconfigurable they have a cost advantage over custom 
automation solutions, especially when a limited number of 
operational units are required.  Although there are exceptions, 
most successful robot applications require the robot to do 
little more than traverse pre-defined paths while performing 
repetitive operations. These robots do not adapt to dynamic 
environments. For example, a manipulator programmed to 
palletize boxes only process boxes within certain size and 
shape constraints. Similarly, a robot programmed to paint 
parts has to be re-programmed for each type of part.  

Advances in sensor systems including laser scanners and 
RGB-D cameras along with associated advances in 
algorithms provide the opportunity to combine machine 
perception with adaptive automation solutions to make truly 
flexible systems capable of processing a wide variety of parts 
and products flowing simultaneously through a production 
line. Unfortunately, because of limited resources, concerns 
about intellectual property, safety and reliability, individual 
robot manufactures do not include the necessary features in 
their controllers to easily integrate new perception 
technologies. For example, a researcher might develop a 
machine vision algorithm which observes random sized 
boxes arriving on a conveyer and automatically decides how 
best to palletize them. Another researcher might develop 
algorithms to automatically plan paths to paint random and 
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odd shaped parts passing through a paint booth. However, the 
implementation of these two automation solutions on 
commercial robot controllers would be difficult due to 
limited software development tools and missing hardware 
interfaces for new sensors. Common capabilities for list and 
numerical processing are simply not available within many 
industrial robot programming environments [1].  It is not cost 
effective to implement complex algorithms on these devices. 
Historically, advanced algorithms developed by academic 
and other research organizations do not make it into 
commercial practice due to the intricacies necessary to 
integrate their capabilities on commercial robot controllers. 

By sponsoring the ROS-Industrial initiative, Southwest 
Research Institute, Yaskawa Motoman and Willow Garage 
are attempting to bridge the gap between commercial 
industrial automation and the state of the art research 
performed at academic and research labs.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Robot Operating System (ROS) 

ROS is a set of open-source software libraries and tools 
developed by Willow Garage designed to help developers 
create robot applications [2]. Its ease of use and impressive 
array of both hardware drivers, and software capabilities has 
spawned a rapidly growing community of software 
developers. ROS uses a publish-subscribe architecture to 
orchestrate inter-process communication. It has revitalized 
openCV for image processing. It has created a state-of-the art 
library for processing point clouds (PCL) so that developers 
may make use of recent very inexpensive 3D sensing 
technologies [3].  One of the keys to its success is the 
uniform way in which packages are built, documented, and in 
which interfaces are defined. Developers all over the world 
are publishing packages which can be downloaded, quickly 
compiled and tested by the community using the exact same 
code and sample sets.  This allows side-by-side comparison 
of competing algorithms, as well as crowd-sourced testing of 
complex algorithms.  Such capability can be described as 
disruptive within the robotics research communities. 

Willow Garage introduced ROS to a critical mass of 
developers by distributing a custom service robot, the PR2 
[4], to many of the top research organizations throughout the 
world. Together with Willow Garage, these developers 
demonstrated the utility of the ROS framework and spawned 
an explosion of cooperative development. For example, ROS 
has been used to fly unmanned airplanes, drive unmanned 
vehicles, and automate humanoid robots [5]. Unfortunately, 
most of the work done was academic in nature and is not 
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easily applied to industrial robots due to the reasons we 
discussed in the introduction.  

Southwest Research Institute develops robotic technologies 
for a number of commercial and government agencies. We 
began using ROS in Industrial settings about 2 years ago. 
Due to its many benefits, we will describe the integration 
efforts underway to help ROS become as ubiquitous with the 
industrial automation community as it is becoming in the 
academic research community.  

III. INDUSTRIAL INTEGRATION OF ROS 

A. Standardizing Industrial Hardware Interfaces 

Flexible automation systems often include independent 
motion control devices, programmable logic controllers 
(PLCs), and a variety of sensors and actuators. Most of these 
devices, including most industrial robots, adhere to one of 
many standard communication interfaces with an exposed 
application programming interface (API).  Because of this, 
most industrial devices have the potential to become a ROS 
capable device, to participate in a ROS network and to take 
advantage of the growing body of technologies for perceptive 
reasoning available in the ROS community. Initially, the 
ROS-Industrial program is defining a uniform set of 
messages so that software wrappers may be developed which 
transform common industrial devices into ROS capable 
nodes. Ultimately, we hope that future interfaces to these 
devices will be designed to be ROS compatible rather than 
proprietary so that these wrappers are no longer necessary. 
For example, many servo controllers have an Ethernet 
communications interface that accepts a set of proprietary 
commands. For now, our software wrappers consists of a 
ROS node its associated ROS messages and services which 
duplicate the proprietary interface. In this case, the ROS node 
acts as in intermediary that translates messages between ROS 
and the proprietary messaging protocol allowing other ROS 
nodes on the network to subscribe to any data coming from 
the device or to command the device.  Visual servoing is an 
example application where a ROS wrapped servo control 
mechanism would be combined with a node for a machine 
vision camera. 

B. Industrial Robot Controller Interfaces 

The initial hardware focus of ROS-Industrial is to develop 
the previously mentioned wrapper nodes for industrial robot 
controllers.  While each robot system has a proprietary OS 
and programming language many commonalities exist.   

All robot controllers to varying degrees support socket 
communications over Ethernet.  Libraries for socket 
communications were developed which transfer data between 
the ROS wrapper node and the robot controller.    While ROS 
messages may be variable in length, and have complex 
structure, robot controllers typically have very limited 
capabilities in dynamic memory allocation, string parsing and 
memory storage.  Therefore, a byte oriented messaging 
protocol with fixed size message types was implemented 
between the wrapper node and the robot.  Standard messages, 
expected to be common to most robots, should be easily 

parsed by different vendor controllers with standard software 
options. Custom software on the each robot’s controller is 
written to monitor the communications link to the ROS node 
and to respond to commands and queries. By focusing on 
standard robot controller software options, interface 
development need not be performed by robot vendors, 
allowing the ROS-Industrial community to develop interfaces 
on their own.   

While communications is easily achieved across the spectrum 
of controller platforms, vendors limit the type of motion 
allowed through remote interfaces in different ways. Vendors 
commonly support two modes of operation: trajectory 
downloading, where a set of waypoints is downloaded to the 
controller and then executed, and trajectory streaming where 
waypoints are streamed to the controller as they are executed.  
Trajectory streaming is not as broadly supported as 
downloading. As a result, the performance of this interface is 
limited for those systems.  Some controllers cannot execute 
streamed points at full speed and still guarantee smooth 
motion.  The primary reason for this is not due to latency, 
rather it is due to the internals of how a controller smoothes a 
path from point to point.  To date, ROS-Industrial interfaces 
and standard messaging have been developed for the 
Motoman DX100 and Adept SmartController CX robot 
controllers. 

IV. BENEFITS 

The immediate benefit of the ROS-Industrial program is 
enabling advanced capability demonstrated by ROS and the 
PR2 robot on industrial platforms.  These capabilities include 
3D/2D perception and collision aware path/grasp planning 
(See Figure 1. )[6].  A “pick and place” application, 
developed for the PR2 [7] using a Microsoft Kinect 3D 
sensor [8], was ported to and demonstrated on a Yaskawa 
Motoman SIA10D industrial robot.  The application 
autonomously identified objects on a tabletop then planned 
and executed grasping and manipulation operations.  Despite 
the obvious differences between a PR2 and an industrial 
robot, the majority of the application level software was 
identical for these two systems.  The ability to perform  
“pick and place” tasks in dynamic and unstructured 
environments is not a standard capability on robot 
controllers.  The ease in which this capability is achieved 
within ROS represents a potential for a disruptive change to 
the industrial robot market (Figure 2.  

Providing ROS compatibility between industrial automation 
devices removes key hurdle in transitioning research to 
applications. ROS is being widely adopted by researchers, 
and is becoming the standard platform on which academic 
robotics research is performed.  Through ROS-Industrial, 
cutting edge research can be immediately deployed to 
manufacturing applications. 

By leveraging an open source solution and providing a 
consistent build environment with consistent communication 
standards the ROS-Industrial program has the potential to 
increase the marked application space and significantly 
decrease the cost of integrating advanced capabilities. The 
standardization for ROS-Industrial interfaces to 
manufacturing automation hardware results in decreased 



  

integration costs by easing communications setup and by 
allowing software modules to be developed generically with 
broad applicability.  

 
Figure 1.  Screenshot of interactive motion planning environment (right) 
and physical robot hardware (left).  The ROS-Industrial software plans an 

appropriate path in order to avoid collisions with nearby objects. 

 
Figure 2.  Images show autonomous grasping of multiple objects types. 

V. LESSONS LEARNED 

A. Hardware Interfaces 
While the integration of ROS within industrial applications 
has many benefits, it does not come without challenges.  
There are significant difficulties in adapting existing 
interfaces with ROS standard messages.  Documentation for 
seldom used communications channels is often vague. There 
are always nuances in the way each vendor implements 
similar modes of operation.  Streaming motion can be quite 
different between vendors.  Some controllers require a buffer 
in order to achieve smooth motion, others do not.  Vendor 
cooperation and support, as we have received to date, is key 
to creating a robust and reliable interface. 

B. Reliability 
One of the major hurdles for the ROS-Industrial program is 
achieving the required level of reliability for industrial 
software.  While this is mostly a perception issue, rather than 
question of ROS’ actual reliability, it still is of concern.  The 
best way to address this issue is to extend the already 
existing quality assurance (QA) processes in ROS.  Existing 
QA processes include software reviews and automated 
testing which is similar to the level of testing for industrial 
software.   The ROS-Industrial program aims to address this 
concern by identifying those parts of ROS that meet the QA 
level required for industrial software robustness and 
reliability. 
 

C. Complexity 
The ROS-Industrial software is relatively complex when 
compared to existing commercial robot programming 
solutions.  Software complexity is unavoidable when solving 
complex problems.  However, the ROS-Industrial program is 
developing tools and programming interfaces, which 
simplify the programming process.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the ROS-Industrial program aims to bring 
advanced ROS capabilities to industrial applications.  
Autonomous pick and place capability, a capability not 
commercially available today, has already been 
demonstrated.  The vision for ROS-Industrial is to create a 
base library from which developers create industrial “apps”.  
Such “apps” would be intuitive, flexible, and simple to 
deploy.  Example apps might include paint application, bin 
picking, or mechanical assembly.  If successful, ROS-
Industrial will broaden the industrial automation market, 
while at the same time decreasing integration costs.  The 
ROS-Industrial program will require support from both the 
open source and commercial communities.  To that end, a 
ROS-Industrial Consortium is being developed to support 
and fund the continued development of ROS-Industrial. 
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Abstract— Mobile robots that have the ability to cooperate
with humans are able to provide new possibilities to manufac-
turing industries. In this paper, we discuss the use of the mobile
robot for a feeding scenario where a human operator specifies
the parts and the feeders through pointing gestures. The system
is partially built using generic robotic skills. Through extensive
experiments, we evaluate different aspects of the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

One very important element preventing industrial appli-
cation of mobile robot arms is the lack of basic human–
robot communication skills which has the effect that repro-
gramming the mobile arm is very resource demanding. It
cannot be made by the operator on the shop floor; instead it
involves various domain experts. One aspect of this paper
is to to enhance our existing mobile robot arm [4] (see
Fig. 2) that has already been tested at the shop-floor of
the international company Grundfos [3] with the ability to
interpret human actions and complex communicative ges-
tures so that the mobile robot arm can be easily controlled
through human gestures like Take this object and place it
there. In the scenario considered here the robot will be used
for automatically feeding production machines, see Figure 1.
In a typical example situation a human advises the mobile
robot arm to follow him. When the human reaches the work
site he/she can point at a set of small load carriers (SLCs) as
to give the command take these. The robot is able to interpret
the pointing action and is able to identify where the human
was pointing to, i.e., which SLCs the human was talking
about. Then, the human may walk to a different location and
point again at a place with the command place here in order
to identify for the robot where it should place the SLCs.
In terms of the feeding task, the command empty in here
would cause the robot to empty the SLCs into the specified
feeders. After these instructions, the robot is able to execute
the commands autonomously. When the robot receives the
signal feeder nearly empty either from a sensor in the feeder,
from the production control system or from a human it will
fetch one of the specified SLCs, move it to the specified
machine and empty it into the feeder. Another very important
aspect in building robots that are able to work in a human
environment is the use of skills. Skills are building blocks
that contain the necessary functionalities for sensing the

∗This work was partially supported by GISA, FP7-ICT-231143 -
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Fig. 1. The left image shows a typical production line at Grundfos A/S
with the feeders marked. The right image shows a typical feeder.

environment and for planning. Furthermore, while commonly
used robot macros are based on 3D Cartesian coordinates
(e.g. precise 3D location of SLCs), skills are object oriented:
It is sufficient for the human to specify an SLC by pointing
at it. The sensory capabilities of the robot will then be
used to compute the corresponding 3D location. This makes
the robot robust to, e.g., location variations of the SLCs.
Skills should eventually allow ordinary shop-floor workers
to program the robot by offering an abstract and high-level
programing interface.

The contribution of this paper is:

1) the first implementation of a mobile robot arm for use
in a feeding scenario,

2) the recognition of human gestures, and
3) the use of robot skills for programming.

II. RELATED WORK

Similar to papers that model human action using an
abstraction hierarchy of action primitives, actions and ac-
tivities [6], [1], we will denote the same type of hierarchy
by using the terms skills, tasks and missions. A skill is
the basic building block for the robot actions. Available
skills are grasping, driving, lifting, etc. Skills are also often
called action primitives or movement primitives. Sequences
of skills are considered a task (or action). To keep the feeders
of the production line filled at all time is a mission (or
activity). Most skills have parameters. E.g., the grasping-
skill has a parameter with the information what to grasp.
Modeling human actions for human-robot interfacing is an
active research area, see [6], [7] for recent reviews.



Fig. 2. This figure shows our mobile platform with the light-weight robot
(LWR) arm and the Kinect camera. The LWR is currently parked in home
position.

Human motion capture for action recognition is an open
problem [6]. In robotics research a first focus was on the
extraction of the task knowledge by observing and analyzing
the changes in the environment caused by a human perform-
ing an assembly task [5], [8]. Consequently, it is ongoing
research, to identify action units (action primitives, skills,
etc.) as atomic entities and to use a grammatical abstraction
for recognizing and modeling actions on a robot [8].

III. MOBILE ROBOT ARM FOR FEEDING PRODUCTION
LINES

We are using an off-the-shelf Kinect RGBD camera for
sensing and a KUKA Light-Weight Robot (LWR) arm as
an actuator. The camera is mounted next to the LWR on a
Neobotix MP-L655 mobile platform (see Fig. 2). The camera
is 80 cm from ground level. The used Small Load Carriers
(SLCs) are open plastic boxes of size 21x15x31 cm. Hand-
eye calibration of the robot between the Kinect, the visual
camera and the robot end-effector is completely automatic.

IV. RECOGNITION OF COMMUNICATIVE GESTURES

In this system, we have three distinct gestures. One is
the pointing gesture where we are interested in not just the
gesture itself but also the pointing direction. The other two
gestures are a “Follow me” gesture and a “Stop following
me” gesture, starting and stopping the program that would
move the robot to keep the human operator within the field
of view.

For human 3D tracking we use the OpenNI skeleton
tracking software that is readily available in ROS. With the
skeleton data available, we determine if the current state of
the human joints indicate a certain gesture. For recognizing
pointing gestures, we use our earlier work [9], [7].

For the “follow me” and “stop following me” gestures
we require the operator to keep his right or left hand,
respectively, in front of his chest for 4 frames. This approach

has the advantage that it does not requiring any training of
the system and it has a low computational complexity thus
incurring very little run-time overhead.

V. USING ROBOT SKILLS

Skills are the foundation of task-level programming and
provide the building blocks for the robot to complete the task.
Which skills are available to a robot depends on its hardware
and its sensors. Skills are effectuating a change in a set of
state variables, describing the knowledge the robot has of
its surroundings. State variables can be either measured with
vanishing uncertainty by dedicated sensors, e.g, by those that
are built into the manufacturing systems, or by sensors on
the robot, such as vision, torque or tactile sensors.

One core property and main justification for using skills is
their object-centeredness. Classic robot functions are usually
based on 3D coordinates, e.g. a pick up function requires
the object to be at an a-priori defined 3D location. Skills,
on the other hand, are not applied on 3D locations but on
objects, i.e. pick up <object>. In order to instantiate
e.g. the pick up skill on object, the robot will use a
sensing device such as a camera or a range scanner to first
detect and then localize the object. Once the 3D location is
available, the robot is principally able to execute the classic
function for picking up the object.

A second core property of a skill is self-inspection; each
skill needs pre- and postconditions to ensure and verify a
correct functioning: Before the robot can execute a skill,
all preconditions need to be fulfilled, e.g. reachability of
the object is a precondition of the pick up <object>
skill. If the object is not reachable, the skill cannot be
executed. Instead, the robot will have to call the move to
<location> skill that will bring the robot within reach of
the specified object. A check of the postconditions will verify
if the expected outcome of the skill was satisfactorily met,
i.e. that the executed skill was successful. Thus, the pre- and
postconditions are effectively a query on the state variables,
that evaluates to true or false. This also necessitates that the
skill needs knowledge of the expected outcome, a prediction
of the change in the world state.

Robot skills have two very distinct features; execution
and inspection, each requiring a different form of object
interaction. Thus, a robot skill is expected to modify the
state of the real world and concurrently update the systems
state variables. A model of a robot skill is shown in Fig. 3.
Queries on the state variables and input parameters (which
are provided at task-level programming time) serves as a
means of testing if the preconditions of the skill execution
are met, either by prior knowledge or ad hoc inspection. If
the preconditions are satisfied, the skill is executed based on
the parameters and the state variables. Parameters are thus
stored in the task description and are the objects, the skill is
performed on, e.g. <red box> for the locate or pick
up skill or <warehouse> for the move to skill.

The postconditions are two-part in relation to the skill;
prediction and evaluation. The prediction specifies formally
what the expected effect of executing the skill is, and can



Fig. 3. Skill Model

thus be used to select an appropriate skill (or set of skills)
for achieving a desired goal state. The evaluation checks that
the state variables after execution is within an expected range
and updates the state variables to reflect the actual state after
the skill execution. By implementing skills in the manner
described above, it will eventually facilitate a number of
beneficial aspects, e.g.
• better overview of the programming phase for all actors

(shop floor workers, robotic engineers, system integra-
tors, etc.),

• task-level programming, by selecting a sequence of
skills and their parameters, and

• planning a sequence of skills to achieve a certain goal
state.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Gesture recognition

We verified the gestures could be successfully recognized,
which is sufficient for the “follow me” and “stop following
me” gestures. However, the pointing gesture is a different
matter, since it is not simply a matter of whether or not
it could be recognized, but also how accurate the extracted
pointing direction is.

To determine how well the recognition of the pointing
direction works and how good untrained humans are in
communicating to a robot via pointing we carried out a set
of experiments:
• 10 volunteers participated in the evaluation. They were

male and female evenly distributed with ages 22 - 50,
and 7 volunteers were without technical background and
had never worked with robots before. Each volunteer
pointed with their right hand at each box 3 times.

• We have tested 5 different locations within the field of
view of the camera: 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m from the operator
to the camera when directly in front of the camera, and
in the left and right side of the field of view of the
camera when at the 3 m mark.

The human operator chooses one of three boxes by pointing
at the box. The boxes are placed adjacently on a table 70
cm from the front of the robot, ordered from left to right as
Blue, Red, and Green (from the point of view of the human
volunteer). With the position of the boxes stored as the center
of the barcode, the effective distance between the points in
space the human operator must distinguish between using

Fig. 4. This figure shows the experimental setup in our lab.

pointing gestures is 21 cm. The operator is standing behind
the table within the field of view of the Kinect camera. The
goal is to have the robot determine which box the operator
is pointing at.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup in our lab for testing
the pointing accuracy.

1) Results: Our system has so far only been tested in our
lab, but the real test at Grundfos is upcoming. The robot
itself has already been tested [4], and given that the Kinect
has proven to be robust, we do not expect the industrial test
to be of any difficulties. Furthermore, we have tried to keep
realistic variations within the demo, e.g., by letting the robot
move and thus excert the usual uncertainty in localization
with respect to the environment. Thus, key issues for testing
were the use of the gestures and the use of the skills.

The overall percentage of correctly recognized pointing
directions at distances of 2 m and 3 m are 95.3% and
94.4%, respectively. The recognition results at 4 m were still
79.9%, see [2] for details. The increase of error at 4 m is
due to the fact that the Kinect is able to reliably track only
up to 3.6 m. After that, tracking reliability indeed strongly
degrades. Another reason for tracking failures was that the
lower part of the human body was occluded and that for the
2 m distance, even the hands were sometimes occluded by
the SLCs which resulted in lost tracks.

A cause for error is that the position of the box is presently
stored as a single point in space, specifically the center of
the front of the box as seen by the camera. Since participants
could point at the box as they wanted, and thus did not
necessarily point at the exact location of the barcode, the
pointing ray when pointing from the left or right side of
the field of view of the camera could be closer to a point
representing one of the other two boxes.

We also investigated the influence on the pointing recog-
nition results when the person was standing in the leftmost
and rightmost location within the field of view of the camera,
where the obtained accuray was 82.86 % and 97.22 %,
respectively.

One might argue that humans with robotics experience
would potentially give better pointing directions to the robot.
Thus, we have compared the recognition of the pointing



results of the experienced users with the unexperienced ones.
The results clearly state that the quality of the pointing
recognition is independent trom the user experience and
training.

B. Skill implementation

In this experiment a full implementation of skills, as
described in section V, has not been carried out, since
this preliminary experiment is merely a proof-of-concept.
The key aspects of skills in the experiment includes a) a
simple set of state variables, b) object-centeredness and c)
parameter-based execution, and the self-inspection is lacking.

For the bin-filling scenario in this experiment, the state
variables are simply chosen to be the states of the gripper and
the box of interest. Thus, the gripper state variable can
assume the values {full, empty}, to signify if the robot
is carrying a box in the gripper, and the box state variable
the same values, to signify whether or not the carried box
contains parts. The settings of the two state variables are
changed upon the execution of a skill, e.g. the execution
of the pick up <box> skill sets the states gripper:
full and box: full. The feeder state is not included
in this experiment, since we are not experimenting on the
mission level in this setup.

Parameter-based execution and object-centeredness are in-
tertwined in this experiment, since the state variables dictate
which type of object should be located, and the parameter
specify which particular object should be the focus of the
skill. Based on the settings of the state variables, and given
a pointing gesture, the system looks for all objects of a
specific type in the scene, and locates the one closest to the
direction of the pointing motion. E.g. if the robot is carrying
an empty box in the gripper, and observes a pointing gesture,
the system looks for an object of the type shelf where it can
put down the empty box.

When the parameter is extracted through the method
mentioned above, the location and orientation of the object is
determined, using the QR code on the object. This location is
then used in the skill execution. The execution phase can thus
be divided into a motion through some hardwired locations,
regardless of the parameter, and a motion specified by the
object location, e.g. the location of a feeder specifies where
the robot should perform the actual unloading motion. The
skill execution is thus the lowest abstraction level in this
experiment. Upon execution of the skill, the state variables
are updated, and the system returns to a waiting state.

A video of the feeding demo in our lab can be seen at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tusLjLp1r64.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The mobile robot platform has been tested on the shopfloor
at Grundfos [3] without the use of human gesture recogni-
tion, whereas the human gesture recognition has only been
tested in our lab, and remains to be tested on the real shop
floor. However, given the success and the robustness of the
Kinect camera, we do not expect any major difficulties. All
software components are implemented in ROS.

The robot system has been partially implemented using
skills. The experimental results already reflect that the use of
skills will define a paradigmatic shift in robot programming:
Instead of using the classic linear programing, the use
of skills offers task-level programing [5], [8], which is a
completely different programming paradigm. It is ongoing
work to develop a planner and the corresponding processing
infrastructure to support non-linear, task-level programing
and STRIPS-like planning.
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